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TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE.

Readers of the translation herewith presented, possessing some
acquaintance with the construction of dirigibles, will probably find
that some of the technical German terms have not been rendered
by their technical English equivalents. It is hoped that the result
is in no case misleading; a few instances, however, are here cited:

Pra//b_/_, signifying a balloon in which the excess pressure
is always high enough to keep the fabric tense, is translated
Fadenschiebung, Fade_dehnung, Fadenstrec_ung, which are defined on
page 156 and seem to have been devised by the authors, are translated
as literally as possible; parallel-daubl_ett, d_g_bliert, are car-
ried over without change into the English , definition for these also
being given. Innere Re_-"b_ng is given as "viscosity." A few explan-
atory notes have been added in the first 30 pages_ at points where
the development seemed difficult to follow, and might have become
more so in the translation.

The distinction between the modes of suspension of the cars known
as 3e_ltakelung (the common scheme) and as S_'bahnaufhdngung
(the scheme employed by the Siemens-Schuekert company) is
explained in articles by_ K_ell in the Zdtschrifl ftir Flugtechnik und
Motor-Luftschiffahrt, volume 2, 1911, the readmg of which might
be recommended as a preface to the work here presented. The Stoff:
5ahnauf_ngung, as ttiere described, consists of two long strips of
fabric, each sewed to the hull along one of the long edges; the two are
parallel throughout the greater part of their lengths, 5ut are brought
together in front and behind, like the sides of a ship at the bow;
the cars are suspended from these strips.

The Amine (p. 268) is, according to Vorreiter's Jahrbuch uber die
Fortschr_tt_ der Lu.f_chifffahrt, 1911,page 258, a bag which_ when
the balloon is in ttie hall, is connected with it by a rubber tube; the
two contain hydrogen, and when the pressure in the system goes
down, it is raised again b_" piling sand-bags on the nurse balloons.

In one place the translator has failed to grasp the meaning of a
phrase (p. 198, bottom) and there are some places, in the descri W
tions of the experimental set-ups, where the proper words or names
for the auxiliary apparatus (clamps, screws, etc.) have not, perhaps,
been found. It is believed that none of the phrases involved is of the
first importance. In all such cases, and w_herever there seemed to
be any possibility of doubt, the original word has been inserted.
Two places where misprints seem to have been made in the original
(pp. 167 and 206) are indicated in foomotes.

K. DARaOW.
AU'OUST, 1917.
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PREFACE.

The techa/cal requirements hnposed upon the envelope of a free
balloon are simply that it be gas-t_ight, strong, light in weight, and
that it be able to resist mechanical stresses and atmosphe1_c influ-
ences. The shape of the envelope, however, is not of importance,
and in general it makes no difference if the shape changes under the
influence of the tensions in the fabric. The same is true of the gas-
bags of rigid airships, which similarly serve only to receive and to
preserve tt/e gas. On the other hand, the envelopes of semirigid and
nonrigid airships are required, not merely to contain the gas, but also
to maintain their initial form, which is necessary for the operation
of the airship, in opposition to bending and shearing forces.

Every applied force causes a deformation. So long as the deforma-
tion does not impede the operation of the ship_ it may be ignored.
This is usually possible when the ratio of length to breadth (of the
envelope) is small. As .this ratio increases, the bending and shearing
forces, partly resulting from the load, partly appearing only when
the ship is in motion, increase; the shearing forces appearing espe-
cially when the _p is moving rapidly. The limit beyond which
the deformation is no longer tolerable'is then easily reached and
passed. This was the ease with the trial airship of the Siemens-
Schuckert Works. It became apparent in the early weeks after the
filling, and later on during the voyages, how advantageous, and indeed
how necessary, it would be to have an exact knowledge of the proper-
ties of the fabric, in order to plan the shape of the envelope. The
following study attempts to repair this omission. .

The a(hninistration of the S,emens-Schuckert works merits special
thanks for the readiness with which they made possible the very
interestin_ investigations, here to be described, for the sake of airship
constructaou in general, inasmuch as the results obtained could no
longer be of use for their own trial airshi2. In particular, the au-
thors are especially indebted to Director _)tto Krell, of the division
of war and naval construction of the Siemens-Schuckert Works,
for the keen interest and the extensive support which he afforded the
present work.

The results, which have turned out to be indispensable in the con-
struction of such long and slender balloons, can also be of use wherever
balloon fabric is employed, whether subjected to forces or used for
transmitting forces. The constructor, to whom the importance of
a knowledge of the deformation of iron and steel under force is self-
evident, will wish to acquire the same knowledge about balloon fabric.
Systematic investigations in this direction are the concern of the firms
making fabric. If their descriptions contain, together with informa-
tion about price, weight, strength_ and gas-tightness, information
about the deformation properties, the task of the constructor will be
lightened, the danger of _ailures diminished, and the demand for
fabric increased.

RUDOLF HAAS.
ALEX_.R DIETZIUS.

BE_, December, 191_,.
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REPORT No. 16.
PART I.

STRETCHING OF THE FABRIC

THE ENVELOPE.

CONTRIBUTION TO THE CONSTRUCTION OF ENVELOPES.

AND THE SHAPE OF

By Rv_vow HA_, Dr. E_o.

INTRODUCTION: BENDING OF THE ENVELOPE, CORRECTION, PREVEN.
TION.

The envelopes of nonrigid and semirigid airships as designed are, as a
rule, surfaces of revolution. The strips of fabric are cut out in such
a manner, that the axis of this surface of revolution is a straight line.
Very slight deviations from straightness, such as are caused by irregu-
larities in marking out, cutting out, and gluing together the strip_ s
of fabric, are of no practical importance.

When the envelope is filled with gas and equipped, it enters into a
state of load, due partly to the internal pressure, partly to its own
weight, and to the attached weights. Tliepressure and the weights
proauce bending and shearing stresses; under the influence of these
stresses, the axis of the envelope,previously straight, begins to curve;
the back sinks in, while head and tail are bent upward.

This process is of the nature of a gradual flow. It continues for
days, making an as .ym_totic approac]i to a limit, which, taking into
account the Iength of l_fe of the envelope, may be regarded as perma°
nent.

As the deformation of balloon fabrics is very considerabl e in com-
parison with that of the materials employed in machinery, the bend-
mg of the envelope as a rule requires correction.

The nature of this correctiondepends upon the construction of the
ship. When there is a rope suspension (Seil_kel_ng)_i. e., when
the suspended weights axe attached to a girdle, sewed to the envelope,
by means of a number of ropes, applier d at a number of different
points on the girdle---the envelope after beingfll.1, ed can be pulled back
into its origina2 form (at least in the vicinity of the girdle) by lengthen-
ingor shortening individual ropes. The availability of this method
is,'however, limited, less because the load is then no longer distributed
uniformly along the girdle, than because of the danger that the
tension on the underside of the envelope may be completely annulled
so that folds will appear. When the suspended weights are attached
to a strip of fabric (Stofbahnauf_ngun(]) the shape of the envelope can
not be altered after tlie filling. Consequently, it' allowance was not

155
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made beforehand for the deformation, it is necessary to insert wedge-
shaped pieces of fabric into the envelope, thus Iosmg the gas of (he
first filling.

It seems desirable to form a conception of the deformation to be
expected while the envelope is being constructed, and to give a nego
atlve curvature to the axis of the envelope, so that it becomes straigI_t
(as is necessary ` in order to reach the maximum speed and to steer up-
ward) only after the load is applied. To do this, it is necessary first
to be acquainted with the properties of the fabric.

A. THE STRETCHING OF BALLOON FABRIC.

THE SINGLE LAYER.

The fabric atpresent employed in making balloons consists of two
or three layers of cotton cloth, gummed together either so that threads
of adjacent layers are parallel (parallel doubling, Para[[e[Jo_b[irung)
or so that they are not parallel (diagonal doubling, D_go_blio
rung). The single layer is woven from two systems of threads, warp
and woof, which intersect at a definite angle, usually 90 °. When
subjected to forces, this network undergoes three kinds of deforma-

Fzo. L 1_. 2.

Fins. 1-3.--_ rehear and th__ed straightening.

tion, which are due to different and independent causes, but in certain
cases affect one another.

In figure 1 a force P is applied to a tensed piece of fabric. The
action is as follows:

Since the rectangular meshes contain no diagonals, the fabric first
goes over into the configuration of figure 2. This we call thread shear
( Fadensch _ebung ) .

Since the thread is bent into a wavy curve (because it passes alter-
nately over and under threads of the other system) it tends to
straightea out. This we call thread straightenin_ (Fadenstreckung).

Since the straightened thread is itself elongated, the fabric under-
goes a lenghteningof a third kind parallel to the force. This we call
_read extensio_ ( Fadendehnung).

THREAD SHEAR.

Thread shear is the ch_ange in the angles of a four-cornered mesh..
The most general case of load is shown m figure 4. Imagine a small
rectangular piece of the fabric, of length a and breadth_b, in which
act the tensions _ and s,. The rectangle includes a certain number,
_h, of threads parallel to one direction, and a certain number, n2,
equal to or different from nl, of threads parallel to another direction;

rr_ |iI!li
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in the figure, _t ="_ ==4. Let the force along each thread of the first
system, due to ¢1, be represented by P1, that due to _ byP=, the
resultant of PI, and P2 by R1; simiIarly, the forces on each thread
of the second system, due to ¢, and ¢3, are represented by X Ps and
P,, their resultant by R 3. R I and R_ will not, in general, be parallel
to the initial directions of the threads. (In the diagram, these
forces are shown only for one thread of each system, and only in one
sense. At the other end of each thread equal and oppositely directed
forces are obviously to be applied.)

Since the mesh oppeses no resistance to change of angle, e, tui-
librium will be attained only when the threads lie parallel _.o the
forces acting upon them. The rectangle of fabric depicted in figure
4 is thus converted into the parallelogram of figure 5.

l rtltllilllllIIJifi ildlll[llll]llllll
Fro. 4.--Element of fabri0 before thre_l shear. Fie. 5.--The same el_nmt after thread shear.

Let a and 0 represent the angles between the directions of the
threads and one Of the two principal directions (i. e.. the directions
parallel to the tensions; later on to be parallel and perpendicular to
the axis of the envelope) ; we have the _ollowing four condit as im-
posed on the magnitudes of the foroes:

P3n_ 1. a_a_ = a3a._ina P,n= ¢1b= a_b.cos3
dividing

but, as may be seen from the cross-hatched triangles, P_/P, _=t_
and P dP, fficot_. Equating these,

tanO- _l eo_ cota "-_'/an3

either of which gives

tan,,,.ta_O_ _j (1)
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According to this equation:
1. The number of _reads per unit breadth is immaterial; the

thread shear is the same whether or not the warp and woof are

equally dense.
2. The strength of the threads is immaterial; the thread shear is

not affected by differences in quality between warp and woo(. • .,
3. The absolute magnitudes of the tenmons are immaterial; me

thread shear is determined exclusively by their ratio.
Equation (1) is satisfied by infinity many parallelograms. To

every angle a corresponds an angle/3, for which equilibrium exists.
A second-condition is required to determine the ectuilibrium shape

uniquely. This is given by the mode of insertion o_ the element of
fabno (Einspannung des Stoffelementes in seiner umgebung).

In figures 6 and 7 we see the mesh, in its initial rectangular form and
after deformation, as it lies upon the surface of a cylindrical envelope.
The second condition is that two points, A and B, lying originally on
one and the same normal cross section of the envelope, lie after the
deformation on one and the same cross section (not necessarily the

A" ! -

til
|1,

IPto. 6. ]B',o. 7.

FIGa _-7.--The demmt of tabrlo in ]_dtJom _ the hull.

original one)--i, e., points on one and the same cross section are dis-
placed parallel to the axis through equal distances. This is a .con-
sequence of the cylindrical symmetry. In the form of an equation:

m.cosa ffi 5.co8_= 1
whence b/m ffi cosa/cos_

now, by figure 6, b/m ffi cot_,
C080l

hence c_- coP/ (2)

Now, equations (1) and (2) determine a and/_ in terms of the ratio
of the tensions and the initial angle _. The computation of values
may here be omitted. Figures 8 and 9 represent a and #, graphed
in _'2aree-dimensional Cartesian coordinates as functions of "/ and
¢_/¢,. The following points are to be noted: ....

1. The surfaces are mirror images of one another, for to eoa_nv_uoe
of 7 between 0 ° and 45 ° corresponds another between 45 and 90
for which the load case is symmetrical (i. e.,if we replace 7 by 90 _
-7 the angles a. and _ interchange values.--Transl.).

2. If one of the tensions is zero, both - and _ become 90°--i. e.
the other tension draws the rectangle out into a straight line.
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3. There is no thread shear when the fabric (i. e., warp or woof)
is parallel to the axis of the envelope. For, for _ 0 we have a -- 0, _

90°; for _--90 ° we have _=90 °, _=0 °.
4. There is no thread shear when _ _2; for by equation (1) in

that case _na._nfl= 1, hence a÷7=90 , _sfl=_na.
C08t_

Substituting into (2), we obtain _--_cot'r, hence a_'t and the
rectangle of figure 6 remains unchanged.

EXTENSION OF DIAMETER_ SHORTENTI_TG OF LENGTH_ AND TWISTING

OF THE ENVELOPE RESULTING FROM THREAD SHEAR.

In thread shear the constructor is concerned not with the angles
and fl, but with the consequences of the shear as regards the shape

of the envelope.

/\
\/

,_ pe 75 80 J/$ JO _'$ O

FIO. 8.

v vj_

FIo. 9.

/

F_QS. 8-9.--Angles _ and Wree_tln_ from thread shear.

The firs_ consequence is an extension of the diameter. I_ is ex-
pressed by a factor d/_o, representing the ratio of the final to the
initial diameter. (Figs. 6 and 7.) It is computed as follows:

- _i_co_ + _._i_

The per cent increase in diameter is

Ad= 100 I_-o-- 1).

The second consequence of t_read shear is a diminution in length.
It is measured by a factor 1/lo re )resent the ratio of the final to
the initial length of the envelo i_e _ ag (Hi _dng). I_ ia computed
as follows:

- b cos_ -_-cos/_
.... _n,y

hence l ¢os_

I
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The percentage decrease in length is

_-1006-L)"

iT he third consequence of thread shearis a twisting of the. envelope"
t is measured by the angle of shear _ (fig. 7), of which the tangent

is computed as follows:
h-d

in which g
do b.s4na

#ina ==•= (a + ,=
C08_ ._R_

b'_s
o= (a + m)'cosa =
- CO8"['_tlt'y

making these substitutions,

1 .
tan_ = _ (s_na - _dn_'sin _'cos_, - sina'_n2_ ).

These equations give _, _, and _ in .terms of a, 8, _, whence by
means of figures 8 and 9 we may express them in terms of -y and a_/a2;
the corresponding graphs are shown in figures 10-12.

They` show first, that for _=0 ° or _(=90 _, thxead shear produces
neither increase in diameter, diminution in length, nor twisting of
the hull. The same is the ease when the two tensions are equal.
When the fabric lies diagonally (*(=45 °) there is no twist'_mg, but the
increase in diameter and dimunition in length reach their largest
values. For all values of _/between 45 ° and either 0 ° or 90 ° we have
change in diameter and in length, and in addition a twisting, which
is positive or negative according as _( is greater or less than 45 °.

The surfaces graphed give quantitatively correct results only for
an ideal network which can'be deformed at will. In reality the
thread shear is limited by the narrowness of the meshes. The point
where this limit enters m is to be found by experiment. For the
theory" of thread shear, it is sufficient to understand its nature and
its order of magnitude.

THREAD STRAIGHTENING x (FADElqSTRECK'UNG).

Thread straightening results from the interactions between the
interwound threads of warp and woof. The circumstances are more
complicated than in threai] shear. We therefore consider only the
case which is simplest and, at the same time, most important_that
in which the tensions are parallel to the threads (of warp and woof,
respectively), i. e., 7 =0°; and we further assume that the threads
have an invariable circular cross section, a central axis of invariable
length, and an indefinitely high flexibility without resistapce to
bending.

t The German woad meanl litea'aUy "thread sttetcldn_" but the ides is that of s crooked thread drawn
out iato s straight llae.

]
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Let _1 and _ represent the number of threads per meter in warp
and woof, respectively, Z_ and Z 2 the forces acting along the individual

N

J

- p

Fza. 10. I_G. I1. FIG. 12.

?

FIo,S. 10-12.--Increa_ in diameter, dtminuttonin length, and twisting of the envelope as ftmctions of "r and
cs:_ consequencee ot thread s_ar.

threads, P1 and P_ the components of these forces parallel to the
plane tangent to the cloth, N 1 and N3 their components normal to

--*_p_

Flo. 13.--Forcea acting in thread straightening,

this plane, _ and _"the angles made by the threads with the p_ne; _
then

scra_,_tn_ nn_; re.the _tagram (ng. _14) Ks U_ aria _x': are na_x arcs, V'_ Fta straight _ mals_g

• w_u_ um piano tangent to the cio_; the ooaditLon o! equAUbrinm la applied to thee straight lin_.

29165°_S. Doc. 123, 6_2_11
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In equilibrium,

i. e.,

whence

LO'17__1

This equation corresponds in form to equation (1) page 150, for
thread shear. It states first_

1. That the thread straightening depends on the number of threads
per unit breadth.

2. That it does not depend upon the diameter of the threads.
3. That it does not depend upon the absolute magnitudes of the

tensions, but only upon their ratio.
Like equation (1),.equation(3)issatisfiedby infinitelymany. pa!rs

of angles eand f; a furtherequation isrequired in order to make the
solutionunique. This isgiven in fern,s_ of the diameter _of thread,

8,and the distancess_and s=,,designatedas "thread lengths,"between
pairsofcrossingpoints E_K_ Jor F_K_, measured along the invariable
centralaxis.

We have s,= K, U, V,_'-- UI-----_,+2K, Z7,

wherein _- U_,- _-_,- 2_'cot,-u,cosec,[by similartriangle

hence s_ - 28"cote-%cosec_+ 28e and solvingfor u_
_z -- 2_'cose + 2_e'_ne-- s_ne

similarly for the other thread,

u_ = 28"cos_ + 26_'sin_- sas_n_.

Between the two "wave heights" u, and u_ we have the relationship
u,+_- 28. This is most easily seen, if we first imagine one of the
threa_ to be perfectly straight; in this case the wave height is
obviously the sum of the diameter (double the diameter of either).
If now we impart to the straight thread a wave height of any amount
u,, the wave height of the other thread diminishes by the same
amount, so that the sum remains constant.

Therefore, 2_'cose + sin_(2_'e - s_) + 2Pcos_ + s/ni'(2_,/i" - s_) = 2_
dividing through by 2 and by a, which latter occurs only as a divisor
of _ and s_:

cos_ + sin_'(_ - _) + cos_ -t-_n_"(_'- _) 1=1 (4)

There is no upper limit to the possible values of s_ and s_; the grea_er
the thread lengths, the broader the meshes of the fabric. But a
lower limit is imposed by the volume of the threads; this is found by
a special consideration. Two cases are to be distinguished:

Rigocotmly, the sum of the radii, here taken equal.
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Case I. _'_30 ° (fig. 15). 1We have"

hence ..88_, + 1 - 2_/ne.
cose

I I I

FIQ. 14.--Relatiola between Iongt_, diameter, and Inclination of threads l_ tkre_ straightening.

If s/2_ were smaller than this limiting value, the two threads shown in
cross section would cut into one another where they pass closest
together, which is impossible.

Case II. e_30 ° (fig. 16). 1 SThe boundary condition is

l._-d---.4

FIG. 15. FIe. 16.

Fins. ib-16.--Limltlng values ofthread length.

These limitingValuesbeing takenintoaccount,the angles(and
may be computed for any threadlengthand any ratioof tensions
from equations(3)and (4). The detailedcomputationisbestmade
graphically,and can herebe omitted. Itisherecarriedthroughfor
the casein which the threadlengthand number of threadsper unit

breadtharethe same in warp as in woof.=The resultisgraphed in
figure17. The threadlengthss--_8 tos T8areparticularlynote-
worthy,in that e and _"can for them attainthe maximum values
imposed by (5),in round numbers 60°,70°,80°,90°.

z For, if ,r_/_--_t/n:-- ! in equation (3), then t and _"enter symmetrically into (3); ff _--_, then • and" _"
enter symmetrically into (4); t.hen_ if _-- e0 and _'-- _'osatisfy (3) and (4), so alsodo _ l'_ an.d ['.y ,_; If ¢_/¢:-
a]--I say, and il(_, _'o)is a pair o] values satisfying(3) and (4) in tl_ e_e, then _ pair o_ values (,--_'e,
_'--_)satisfies(3) and (4) when we replace a by fla.
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The surface is divided into two halves by a cross-hatched central
plane. The ordinates in the right-hand half represent _, those on the
Ieft, _'. The two halves may be interchanged.* The ordinates in the
central p/ane are to be taken as standard values [Nullwerte; appar-
ently because they refer to the important case in which both tensions
are equal.--Transl.] For example, for thread length s=}r5 and

tension ratio 1, each of the angles is equal to 31 ° 5'. If _/¢r, dimin-
ishes, s_ay to 0.5, E diminishes to 24 ° and l" increases to 42 . If ._/.a_
diminishes still further, we eventually reach at aJ¢t_-0.12 a limit
at which _=- 18°.5 and _'=- 70 °, beyond which it is not possible to go
for the reason just explained.

Figure 17 gives a good idea of the manner in which thread straight:_
ening operates; it consists in a flattening-out, or the opposite, of
the wavy line formed by each thread (i. e., the difference between

$--_ _ .----_ e soo

FIO./7._Reattlta_t _Lucl]_atlO_ • and l'.

wave-crest and wave-trougi is either diminished or increased). If
the waves are low (i. e., if le perpendicular distance from crest to
trough is small, in which c8 _ ttie meshes are wide and the quantity
s/_ large) changes in the ratio of tensions _J_, have only a slight effect
on the angles. If the meshes are narrower (s/8 smaller) the waves
are higher and the change produced by a given change ".mtension
ratio is greater (so ste_en clue Welle_l_en _r_d dc_ awc/_ _/tr Veran-
derungs_ere/ah). Finally, if the meshes are so narrow that consecu-

tive threads of either system, warp or woof, come into contact with
one another (this begins to happen at s _) the effectproduced by
any change in tension ratio div_uJshes again, and finally vanishes
completely at sffi-_8 where the fabric is perfectly continuous (con-
secutive threads of either system lie in contact without any inter-

space); the necessity that the threads shall have room in which to
lie abolishes all freedom of motion.
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INCREASE IN DIAMETER AND DECREASE IN LENGTH OF ENVELOPE DUE

TO THREAD STRAIGHTENING,

As in the case of thread shear, the builder is interested not in the
values of the angles E and _ for themselves, but in the influence of
thread straightening for the shape of the envelope. We retain.the
assumption that the fabric lies parallel to the axis (hence the tensions
parallel to the threads); then thread straightening reveals itself only
m two effects as against the three in which thread shear appearsn
in an increase in the diameter and a decrease in the ]engfli of the

hence

Hence

r_

Fxo. 18. l_o. 10.

FIGS. 18-19.--In_ in diattteter and d_n_nength oft eyllndrIea] .vo/ol_, duo to

envelope. Both are directlyproportional to the changes in the quan-
tities/_ and f= of figure 14. For example, we have for the increase in

diameter, Ad-= 100.(_- 1) "

the quantity f_ is then computed as follows:

wherein _ = sI - 28E

f_= 2_'s_e + s_coee- 2_e'cose

8!

sin_- _'cos_+ _'cos_
mE

O " 81
sin%- %cOS_o+ _ cos%

Interchanging _ w_th e and s= with s_, we obtain the decrease in
len__th A_.

The computation of Ad and AZ as functions of s/_ and _/_ is
made by means of the angles e and _" (see fig. 17) and _he results

are represented in figures 18 and 19. The standard values (N_-
werte; d. p. 10, line 2)are again taken at cJ_- I. The influence
of thread straightening, as previously explained, is here clearly to
be seen; the deformation is very slight for wide meshes, increases
gradually with decreasing breadth of mesh and, after passing through
a maximum, diminishes rapidly to zero.
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THREAD EXTENSION.

Under the term t_read e_ens_on we include all changes in the
shape and size of the thread itself. Under the influence of the
forces acting on the thread, its length increases; simultaneously its
diameter decreases, partly because the individual filaments of which
it is made contract, but also because they draw more closely together
within the thread. Finally, the cross-section of the thread, which
we regard as approximately circular, becomes more or less flattened
out at the points of intersection (with the threads of the other
sys__tem).

Thread extension is inaccessible to theoretical treatment. It
inevitably accompanies thread shear and thread straightening when-
ever the fabric is subjected to stresses.

THE RESULTANT DEFORMATIONS.

By _sultant deformatlo_ we mean the combination of the three
individual deformations just described.

If the fabric (warp or woof) is parallel to the _ of the envelope,
and if the tensionratio happens to correspond to the ratio of the rela-
tive thread lengths sJ8 and s,/8 so that equations (3) and (4) (p.
162) are initially satisfied, there is neither thread shear nor thread
straightening, and the resultant deformation is due entirely to
thread extension. If the fabric is not parallel to the axis, thread
shear appears, and if the ratio of tension is not as just stated, thread
straightening appears. In the general case, all three are present.

The following consideration will show that, when these deforma-
tions exist together, they are not entirely independent of one another
(i. e., the change in form due to two working together is not nec-
essarily the sum of those due to the two separately).

The two equations for thread shear are
tana'tanB s ¢J_ 2 (1)

and
COS{I

c-d_-.co_ (2)
The firststatesthat the threadsmust set themselvesin the direc-
tionof the resultantof the appliedforces.Obviouslyitcontinues
to hold good when thread straighteningappears. Equation (2)
expressesa relationbetween a and _ which depends on the initial
valuesm and b,hence alsoon/i and f, (Cf.fig.6 and fig.14). Now
the quantities/Iand f2are alteredby threadstraightening,so that
equation(2)shouldbe replacedby an equationof theform

cos_ , .

C_=Z C0_7

where z isa functionofthe threadstraightening.Thisisespecially
importantfor_=-45°,where

COS_t • --o =.
c--_=z'co_4_ z, hence a_#

so that thread straightening may indirectly produce a twisting of
the envelope which was not to be expected from the study of thread
shear. W_ shM.l frequently recur to this phenomenon, which is
disagreeable in the construction of envelopes.
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The same thing appears in thread straightening. The two equa-
tions governing this are

tan_ =a_n_ (3)
tan_" _1n2

and

Equation (3) is purely the condition for equilibrium and is inde-
pendent of the angles E and _" (_).1 On the contrary, thesecond is
valid only when warp and woof cross each other at right angles;
otherwise, the circular arcs of the thread (cf. note p. 8) are replaced
by arcs of spirals, and in addition the supposition of invariable
thread lengths is made impossible by the appearance of thread
extension, so that equation (4) is to be replaced by a new equation,

cos, + (,-_in_+ cos_ +(_-_in_-,

wherein y is a function of the thread shear and the thread extension.

RELATION BETWEEN TENSIOl_ AND DEFORMATION'.

Accordingto equations (1) and (3) (pp. 159 and 162) the thread
shear and thread straightening are determined by the ratio of the
tensions, not by their absolute magnitude. This fact leads to the
following consequences:

1. Any tensions, no matter how small, produce the unique cor-
responding deformation in its full amount.

2. The deformation takes place without the performance of any
work, and is not reversed by any internal forces in the fabric When
the load is removed.

3. There is no particular shape (length, Breadth) of the fabric
corresponding to absence of tension.

We see that the equations are to be limited ".intheir application.
They are based upon the unfulfilled hypothesis that the fabric is en-
tirel'y devoid of elasticity. As a matter of fact, the thread pos-
sessss a distinct, though small, elasticity, which opposes a resistance
to the lengthening, compression, or bending of the thread, this re-
sistance increasing with the amount of the deformation.

To this must be added the effect of the rubberization (Gumm_erung).
The rubber which is squeezed in among the threads, and the layer Of
rubber which is spread out over the fabric acts with regard to thread
shear as would a spring parallel to the diagonal of the mesh (a/_.
federnde Jg_agonale) and with regard to thread-strai_h_ning and
thread-extension as would springs parallel to the threads themselves
(alsfedernde Verstarleung) taking a definite though small part of
the load off the threads (die die Fadea z_ einem wean auch kleinem
Teil eatlastet).

It is therefore to be expected that the fabric will undergo con-
siderable deformation even when the load is small, since it is re-
strained only by the elasticity of the threads and by the rubber.
The greater the load the more slowly will the deformation approacJa
its tlaeoretical maximum value. When the load is removed the elas-
ticity of the threads and the rubber will strive to reverse the de-
formation.

t This Is possibly a m/sprint for a and B.--TransL
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VISCOSITY (INTERNAL FRICTION).

The thread substance (Fasermate_/a/) of the fabric possesses a
high viscosity. The consequence of this is that the deformation
does not attain the amount depicted in curve I (fig. 20), but falls
short of it by a certain amount, positive during the loading, nega-
tive during the unloading (curves II, HI). Thepermanent altera-

tion in form ohservedafter the unload-

__ ing is complete corresponds to equilib-rium between the elastic forces and the

viscosity. The process is the same asin the materials used in machinery, but

] _//_2_¢m_| _'_'_--A in this case it appears practically onlyafter the elastic limit is passed, whiIe
in the case of balloon fabrics it ap-

i_ pears no matter how small the load.

Balloon fabric is always in the state of
plasticity. _ . ,

Viscosity is due to the comDinea ac-
tion of a great number of resistances,

no._o, which are individually inaccessible to
measurement. We can imagine it as

due to a kind of felting. This conception would explain why the
vicosity ch _anges, within certain limits, during the )recess of defor-
mation, and why the state of equilibrium is not tmmediately and
permanently reached, so that every deformation requires a certain
amount of time to become complete.

EXPERIMENTS.

The e_eriments described in this pamphlet were carried out in
the revel _'v_tg balloon hall of the Siemens-Schuckert factory, and were
distributed accorclin.g to opportunity over the first half of 1912.

The experimental arrangements were simple. It was. possible to
dispense with special machinery and apparatus for making measure-
ments of high accuracy, because of the magnitude of the deforma-
tions to be measured. For example, measurements of length were
ordinarily made with a narrow, flexible celluloid rule clivicled into
millimeters, tenths of millimeters being estimated. The loads were
standard weights and, principally, sandbags which had been weighed.

The choice of fables subjected to. expe".r'.nnent_as ,prOnely,ally

determined by the stock ofthe repairshop _m the ban.oon n.am _ vm_
a few sampleswere speciMlyordered for the testsfrom the firm o
Riedinger m Augsburg.

The._lescription of the_ experiments is confined to a short exposi-
tion of the experin__ental set-up and a graphic presentation oft he
results; all intermediate computations are omitted.

To facilitate the inspection of the results, the tests are numbered
in Roman numerals. _Furthermore, a table of materials is added at
the end of this paper in which all the materials subjected to tests are
briefly described and designated with letters.
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TEST I.---SLOWNESS OF DEFORMATION.

(Materials E and F of the table.)

Strips 5 centimeters wide and about 40 cm. long (strips of these
dimensions are hereafter called _v,_ri_) were loaded with 20;kgm.
weights, equivalent to an applied tension of 400 kg m. per meter in
the direction of the woof. ('When we have diagonally doubled [cf.
p. 156]layem, the terms warp and w_/apply to the directions in the
lower layer, which lies parallel 1 to ttie tenth of the balloon.) (In
the original: Bei diagonal doublierten S_to_er# _st fi_r die Richtu_ngsangabe
"Kette, Echuss" ]ewells die untere, der Lgnge nach durchgeb_nde _

toy_age. nt.a.ssgebend.) The elongation (Messl_nge _ 200 ram.) was
etermmed at intervals which are short at first (minutes and hours),

and, later on, longer (days).

$

fzX
I

II r_t_F

.I
o

F_o_. 21-2_--Test I, slow_em of deformation. (Fig. 21 (top)_ fabrio F, parallel doubling; fig. 22 (bottom),
_aorl¢ E, diagonal doubling.)

Two similar strips were loaded with loads of 400 kg. per meter,
not all at once, but ]n four steps (100, 200, 300, 400) at intervals of 24
]_ours.

The readings were continued over four weeks, after which the
unloading began_ with the first two strips all at once, with the last
two in four steps (300, 200, 100, 0).

The percentage elongations observed are shown as functions of
time in figures 21-22. The first point upon each curve or each are
opposite which the amount of load is written is the point obtained
one minute after the load was applied (or removed); ttie second point

ZzTh_.pe..rhaps, meansthat the s.trlpe are conttnuotw from one end of the balloon to the other.--TransL
_e_ange seems _o mean a ane arawn upon the _ of the fabric ofwhlch the length waa.measu_e_.
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is the point observed two hours later; the third point is the one ob-
served 24 hours later. From that point on the elongation increases
only at a slow rate. It reaches its final value some 14 days after the
load is applied, but the contraction after unloading requires at least
four weeks. Small undulations in the curves (such as those marked
with a) are to be ascribed to considerable variations in temperature
and dampness of the air. The exact relationshipbetween deforma-
tion and these influences is neglected here, as in all the other tests.

Subsequently to the unloading !t becomes clear how small the
elastic forces are in comparison to the viscosity. The contraction ot
th'e strips, especially in the step-by-step unloading, is sometimes too
small to measure. For the same cause, the permanent set (elonga-
tion) is very large, some 5½ per cent.

TEST IL--RELATIO_ BETWEEN" TEN"sIOI_ AND DEFORMATION.

(Materials A, B, C, D of the table.)

Three normal strips of each mater_al were extended to the point of
rupture by uniform increase of load: one parallel to the warp, one
parallel to the woof, one diagonally at an angle of 45° (with either
warp or woof). The additions to the load were made at short inter-
vals (about one minute) and were of 20 to 50 kg. per meter, according
to the need for accuracy, The readings were t_ken about one-hall
minute after each augmentation of load, the elongation by meas-
uring over a length of 200 ram. (Messlgnge) and the_breadth diminu-
tion_by measuring over a breadth equal to the breadth of the strip,
50 nun.

The observations are graphed as functions of the specific load
(kg. :per meter) in figures 23-26. The individual points are plotted
only m the first diagram, so as to give an idea of the accuracy of the
CUlWe.

The tension is here defined as the quotient of the applied load by
the initial breadth (50 nun.), not by tae actual (lesser) breadtt_ at
the time the load is completely applied. This is the procedure in the
investigations of strain hi the construction of machinery. Since, how-
ever, the deformations of these fabrics are immensely greater, it is
desirable to make a correction in more exact computations (see
below, p. 208).

The experimental curves are of the kind predicted in figure 20, and
thus depart considerably from Hooke's law of proportionality between
stress and strain. The stresses arising in practice do not ordinarily
exceed those corresponding to the initial rapidly rising part of the
curve,

The direction of the applied force is of decisive impedance; all the
tests show the following phenomenon: the elongation of the warp is
different from that of the woof, and both are considerably exceeded
by that along the diagonals. In figure 27 this difference is shown by
the different]engths of the three sample strips under the same load.
The difference between warp and woof is a 'cons e<tu_ence of thread
straightening, and can result only from inequality of the wave heights
of warp and woof, so that the assumption made in figures 17-19
(pp. 164-166)--i. e., that the initial wave heights are equal (s_ = s, and
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e = _)---can iiot be true. In the process of preparing the fabric there
axe two stages at which such inequalities Imght be introduced:

1. In the loom, the motions and the forces undergone by the warp
and the woof axe entirely different.

2. In the process of rubberization, the fabric is unrolled from one
roll and rolled over another under a certain tension, and is thus ex-
tended parallel to the warp and" contracted parallel to the woof. A
part of this deformation is permanent. I-Yence one and the same
fabric will possess a different initial value of the thread straightening
after the rubberization from what it did before.

To what extent this phenomenon, which is entirely disadvan-
tageous in the construction of balloons, is taken into account by the
firms making fabrics eo.uld not be ascertained. Inquiries about this
matter were made, but information was withheld by_ the firms.

Figures 23-24, relating to one and the same fabric, show the in-
fluence of rubberization; the elongation parallel to the woof (Schuss),
which is the lesser of the two in the unrubberized state, is nearly
double that parallel to the warp in the rubberized state. Similarly,
in the rubberized fabrics of figures 25-26 the woof elongation is the
greater (note especially fabric C); to it corresponck4 invariably
greater contraction parallel to the warp.

In this connection, reference should be made to the following ob-
servation: A series of strips was not submitted to investigation till a
few weeks, in some cases even some months, after they were prepared
(i. e., cut out and marked), since the operation of the Siemens-
Schuckert balloons often consumed all the available time. During
this time the lengths which had been marked out with fine India-in_
lines upon the fabric parallel to the warp diminished by about ½ to 1
per cent. This is most easily explained by a previous tension of
the warp threads during the manui'acture.

The great dilferencesbetween the extensibilities of warp and woof
indicate that the values of the relative thread length s/_ should in
practice be chosen between }_ and 7, where the surfaces of fi_ures 18
and 19 (p. 166) have sharp slopes. Quantitative comparisons between
experiment and the theory of figures 18 and 19 axe rendered impos-
sible by the uncertainty in the initial v.alues and by the simplifica-
tions introduced into the hypotheses of the theory.

The large deformations produced by diagonally applied load reveal
the action of thread shear. Since the normal strips axe loaded only
in a direction parallel to the length, not perpendicularly thereto,
the tension ratine ¢3/_ 1 is zero, and as theoretical limiting values we
should expect 41.4 per cent for the elongation and 100 per cent for
the contraction in breadth. As to the elongation, the observed
maxima axe in good agreement with theory. In some cases it goes
somewhat ab(_ve 41.4 per cent because of thread extension. -For
.lesser.tensions, the restriction of figure 20 is operative. As to the
lateral contraction, there is a difference of about 45 per cent between
theory and experiment. This is due to the space requirement of the
threads, which brings about that a+B, the angle between warp and
woof, can not become zero. This angle is the sharp angle seen m the
three rhombs discerned one above the other in the right-hand strip
in figure 27. It may be computed from the elongation and the
lateral contraction, and is plotted in figures 23-26.
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The contribution of thread extension to the total deformation in

the diagonal direction is to be ascertained as follows: If we apply the
measured extension m and lateral contraction n to the equal sides,
drawn of unit length, of a right-angled isosceles triangle, the hy 7
potenuse DE of the new triangle (see fig. 24) represents the threaa
Iength, into which the original thread length BGhas been transformed.
The difference between the two is pure thread extension. Its mag-
nitude is _/(1 +m)2+ (l-n) I- _¢r_. It is represented in figure 24, in
which it reaches themaximum value 5.8 per cent.

It should be noted that, in general, the values for the deformation
graphed in figures 23-26, being obtained after the load had been
applied for a short time, are smaller than those that would be found
in the case of a balloon envelope permanently under stress.

The values of the ultimate strength (stress causing rupture) are of
less importance for the purposes of this investigation. (To deter-
mine them accurately, numerous tearing tests would have been re-
quired, because of the difficulty of applying exactly planned stresses..)
Warp and woof display approximately the same ultimate strength,
corresponding to the approximately equal number of threads per
meter (cf. fabrics C, D). In fabrics A, B the warp seems to have
been made of stronger threads. In the diagonal stresses the point
of rupture lies higher up than for warp or woof, since the two thread
systems share the burden. It is just here that exact determinations
are dif_eult, for at the place where the tension is applied the lateral
contraction is strongly opposed, and hence the load on the individual
thread is increased (cf. fig. 27); rupture therefore appears in general
too soon.

The observed ultimate strengths differ from those occurring in
practical work in being too large; the stress under which the env__ope
bursts is lower than would be expected from these experiments.
phenomenon was brought out clearly in tests of long duration made
with three-layer fabrics with diagonal layer between of less interest
in thisplace; it is due to viscosity. The constructor must kee[_ this
in mind in applying empirical values of the ultimate strength, as
cletermined by tearing or bursting tests of short duration.

TEST III--THREAD EXTENSION.

k cotton thread taken from a spool was looped 10 times over 2
eyelets (Fag. 28), thns making a bundle of 20 threads bound together
at two points (Knoten, fig. 28), between which two marks were made
upon the bundle, and the distance between the marks (Messl_nge)
measured; this distance was originally 500 mm. A balance ]_an of
weight 55 g. was suspended from the lower eyelet, and weights o_
200g. added successively; one minute after each addition to the load
the distance between the marks was again measured. When rupture
took palce, it began with the breaking of a single thread, after which
the others broke after intervals of a irew seconds--an indication that
the load was distributed with sufficient uniformity among the 20
individual threads.

The observed values of the extension obtained in two such tests,
representing, therefore, the mean values for 40 threads, are graphed
in figure 29. The curve is of the same general character as those of
the previous test, but approximates more closely to that of Hooke's
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PIG. 27.--Teet II, three normal stril_; stre_ parallel to warp, woof diagonal.
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law. The extension causing rupture lies between 5 and 6 per cent,
of the same magnitude, therefore, as that in figure 24 (cf. p. 172).
By subtracting the effect due to thread extensfon from the values
obtained for the elongation in figures 23-26 we get the part due
purely to thread straightening. It may reach 10 per cent (woof of
fabric D), but may also be very small (warp of C).

TEST IV--DEFORMATION OF CYLINDRICAL ENVELOPES.

(Fabric D of the table.)

Seven cylinders of 80 mm. diameter and 300 ram. height were made
of the fabric. (Figs. 30-32 and 41.) The fabric was so cut out that
the angle Y made by the threads of the warp with the plane normal

I

F_G. 28.

/

o/
0 _5

Z
J

kml_ tbn..!
I_G. _.--Te_t HI.

to the axis of the cylinder (fig. 6, p. 158) was successively equal to
0 °, 15 °, 30 °, 45 °, 60 °, 75 °, 90% The bases were made of grooved
disks of wood 30 mm. thick. The tension was produced by water
pressure, the water inside the cylinder being in communication by
means of a rubber tube with a water reservol_r which could be raised

at will, so that any desired pressure could be produced.
The ratio of tensions was regulated by means of weights acting

either positively (so as to increase the longitudinal tension) or nega-
tively. (so as to decrease it). The cylinder was attached to an iron
bar (U-Eisen) by screwing at one end; in the first case, it was sus-
pended from the bottom o_the bar and weights hung on (figs. 30-31) ;
m the second case it stood upright on the top of the bar and the
weight was applied by means of a double lever balanced over its top
(fig. 32). In the latter case, the longitudinal tension could not be
quite brought to zero, since then the cylinder would have opposed
no resistance to bending. The minimum ratio of longitud_al to
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transverse tension actually employed was one-fifth; even in this case
it was necessary to prevent the cylinder from bending over by slight
lateral supports.

The following tension ratios were investigated:

ol/o 1_0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, infinity.

For the tension ratio 0.5 the cylinder stood upright without any
applied weight, on the known principle that in a cylinder with internal
hydrostatic pressure the longitudinal tension is half the lateral. The
weight of the upper wooden disk, being very slight in comparison to
the water pressures (7,500 ram. of water) was neglected. For the
ratios 1, 2, and infinity, the cylinder was suspended with directly
attached additional weights. For the tension ratio infinity (fig. 31)
the longitudinal tension o2 was produced solely by this weight, _vhile
the lateral tension was made zero by emptying the cylinder of water.

I
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f

o _r 3o I#$ i _ 80

FIG. 33.
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FiO. 34. Fio. 35.

Fz¢_. M-35.--Test IV, deformation of a miniature cylinder. Graph In 2 dim_nslons (fam.(ly of eurv_).
(Fabric D.)

ca. o1--_0 k_m, o_-_0 kg/m. b.. ot--3_O kg/m, ol.- 150 kglm.
c.- ot--_0 k_m, o_.._00 kg/m. d." o_--150 kglm o_-300 kgJm.

¢." lol--0 k_m, o_--300 k_m.

Water pressure and weights were so chosen that the greater tension
was alwa_ s equal to 300 kgm/m.

For ptwposes of measurement, a rhombus standing on one end
(t with its diagonal parallel to the axis of the cylinder.--Transl.),
with diagonals of 80 and 100 mm., was drawn upon the cylinder with
India ink, on the side opposite to the seam. The flexible celluloid
roller was used to measure its sides and diagonals, by means of which
the extension in diameter Ad, the diminution in length AZ_ and the
twist _ may be found.

The observed values are graphed in figures 33-35 as functions of _,
those corresponding to a Single value of tension ratio lying on a
single curve; they were taken after t]?e load had been applied for
8 to 10 minutes. In figures 36--38 they are represented in three
dimensions as functions of T and o_/o_, the values for o_/o_ffi_0_ 0.25,
0.75, and for o_/o_ ffi0.25, 0.75, being obtained by interpolation..The
negative portions of the surfaces, which do not come into considera-
tion in the case of balloon envelopes, are separated from the positive



FIG. 30.--Test IV, small cylinder without load. 7-15 _. Twist present. (Fabric D.)

FIQ. 3L--Test IV, positive added load.

7-45 °. (Fabric D.) "

i

L

lr_G. 32.--Test IV, negative added lcsd.

7-45% (Fabric D.)
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Ortions (those in which o, the lateral tension, is greater than or at
ast equal to o2, the longitudinal tension).
In the surfaces, the character of thread shear as predicted in figures

10-12 comes clearly to light. The observed values differ, however,
in absolute magnitude from the theoretical ones; the higher values
ar.e less than what was predicted because of elasticity, viscosity, and
the space requirement of the threads, while the lower valu'es are
altered by the simultaneous thread straightening and thread extension.

The theoretical surfaces are symmetrical about the plane 7--45 ° ,
the observed ones are not. This is due to inequalities between warp
and woof. The extension of the woof is always greater than that of
the warp in the same position, and its contraction less than that of

the woarp; thus, in figure 33, the increase in diameter is greater for
7=ffi90 than for 7=0 °, because in the former case the threads of
the woef lie in the plane of the cross section. Exceptional extensi-
bility of the woof c_)rresponds always to exceptionaI contractibility
of the warp, and vice versa.

In figures 35 and 38 we find in every case a positive twist at 7 _" 45 °.
This is the phenomenon described on page 12, a twist at 45 ° clue
solely to thread straightening. The sense of twist is the same for
all cases, since both longitudinal and transverse tensions stretch the
woof more than they do the warp.

Figures 35 and 38, however, show a slight twist not only at 45 °,
but also at 0 ° and 90 °, in one case positive, in the other negative.
The cause is as follows: In the fabric employed, in the state of zero
load, when the fabric was regnoved from the roll and cut out (vo_ der
Ro_e ent_ und _ch de'; _r_htu_uj o_ert ausgeschni_en)
the angle between warp and woof was not exactly 90 ° , but about
1o or 2_ less than 90 °. In the cylinder for which 7 =_0 the threads
of the woof were inclined by this much to the axis; when the load
was applied, they set themselves parallel to the axis, and thus twisted
the cylinder through this angle of 1 ° or 2 °. In the cylinder for
which 7 =90 °, the warp was parallel to the axis, so that no twist

could arise when _-oo. With increasing lateral tension, however,

twist made its appearance; for the threads of the woof, not lying
exactly in the plane normal to the axis, did not form closed circles,
but rather arcs of spirals, which drew apart from one another until
opposed by the moment due to the increasing obliquity of the warp
threads.. The .figures show clearly the increase of twist with in-
creasing lateral tension.

The values for the tensions laid out along the axes of the diagrams
correspond to the initial value of the diameter of the miniature cylin-
der. The actual tensions (load divided by actual diameter) show in
places, however, quite considerable departures from these values be-
cause of the large changes in diameter. The graphs are thus dis-
torted. Were this not the case, then, e. g., the negative surface for
the diminution in length would be congruent with the positive sur-
face for the increase in diameter, and vice versa. It would be pos-
sible to compute the actual tensions from the measuremen_ of the
diameter, and thus to improve the curves. This correction must be
made by means of a long process of interpolation, and is super-
fluous, since the surfaces are employed not for purposes of compu-
tation but simply to give general ideas.

29165°--S. Doc. 12_3, 65-2----12
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FaB_rcs Wrr_ MORE Tm_ ONE LAVER.

DEDUCTION OF THE DEFORMATION CURVES FROM" THOSE OF SINGLE

LA_ERS.

The deformations of the fabrics with more than one layer, which
are exclusively used in the construction of envelopes, are deduced
from those of the single layer.

Consider the folio _wi0g- fabrics made from material D: h parallel-
doubled (see p. 158) fabi'ic; a diagonal-doubled fabric, corresponding
thread systems of the two layers making an angle of 45°; a three-
layer fabric, two la_rers being parallel to each other and the third
diagonal. The total tension corresponding to.any given deforma-
tion is found by adding the tensions corresponding to this deforma-
tion for the individual layers. Thus, with diagonal-doubled fabric
the value of the tension, m, in figure 26t is the sum of the values a
and b, giving the tensions producing the same deformation in the
individual layers; with a three-Iayer fabric it would be n= 2a + b.

For the three-layer fabric there are four principal directions.
The terms "warp" and "woof" relate to these directa'ons in the con-
tinuous (durehgehende) I layers; the terms "diagonal warp" and
"diagonal woof" relate to these directions in the diagonal[ layer,
which in the manufacture of the fabric is laid down in s'tngle oblique
strips upon the continuous strips of the other layer (in einzelmen
se_e_ 8_df_ auf dee cZure_e_,enSe Ba_n _i_fgek_). When,
as in figure 39, we have diagonal-doubled fabric, With both layers
made of the same material, the four principal directions reduce to
tWO.

The curves show that the manner of doub "lipg is of decisive influ-
ence upon the strength and upon the magnitude of the deformations.
Parallel-doubled fabric has twice the strength of the single layer.
Diagonal-doubled fabric is stronger than the single layer only byan
insignificant amount, for the diagonal layer, because of its high
extensibilitv, takes only a small part of the load. Only when the
parallel layer (parallel to the stress) has reached the point of rupture
does the tension go over to the other layer, with a sudden increase
in the extension. Diagonal-doubled fabric therefore offers no
worth-while ad_vantage over the single layer as regards strength.

The ratio of extension under diagonal stress to extension under
stress parallel to warp or woof is as great for parallel-doubled as for
single fabric. On the contrary, diagonal-doubled fabric displays
no greater deformation With diagonal or "shearing" forces than
under forces parallel to either thread system; it is "rigid against
shear." Thus thread shear, which is responsible for the largest
part of all deformations, has no effect on it. Only thread stretch
and thread extension need be considered. This property is almost
as important as is high ultimate strength,

Thxee-la_yer fabric combines.the high ultimate strength of loarall.el

i Prob .ably..means_as also on page 14 that the strlpa of this layer run tl_co_,h _[roul one end. of the envelo
opes to C_e o_ller.--Tran_.
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figure 39. Note here, that by reason of the multipUcity of contrib-
uting causes, different lateral contractions correspond to one and the
same extension for different directions of applie¢[ stress, even in the
case of the single layer; these must be foun_i by experiment. Thus,
_or material I), the magnitude of the lateral contraction relatively
to the elongation is found from figure 26, for loads applied parallel
to the warp, to the woof, and alongthe dia_onal, respectively.

In the case of fabrics of more t!nan onelayer, without diagonal
stress, the contraction is sometimes eclual to the highest contraction
that would be undergone by any of the layers separately. If th_
were not the case--e, g., if the actual contraction were a mean of the
two or three individual values--the layer which would by_ itself con-
tract the most would undergo a teuslon in the diagonal direction,
the others would undergo a pressure; _ This is impossible. Now,
since the curves of relative lateral contraction intersect each other
f(fig. 39, bottom), we find corners in the contraction curves of multiple
abrics, which, however, are in general so flattened out that in

practice they are not perceived as such.

TEST V.--ELONGATIOI_ CURVES FOR MULTIPLE FABRICS.

(Fabrics E, F, G of the table.)

A repetition of Test H with parallel-doubled, diagonal-doubled,
and tt_ee-layer .fabrics gave the diagrams of figure 40. The three
fabrics subjected to test were thus different from the previously
described fabric D, as well as from one another. Nevertheless, the
character of the theoretical curves predicted in figure 39 from the
curves for single layers is clearly to be discerned.

The sudden increase in elongation in the case of three-layer fabric
was especially_ clear. In less than a minute the diagonal central
layer, although tightly cemented between the two prhlcipal layers,
was torn throughout its whole length into a number of small pieces,
so that the fabric by transmitted light appeared uniformly speckled
(gesprenkelt).

In the case of the diagonal-doubled fabric this observation was
made only once,, for the.point of rupture of the surviving layer lies
closer to the point at which the tension changes over (to that layer),
and is reached too soon because of the destruction of the first layer.

The observed points are plotted for one curve in the case of diagonal
doubled and one curve in the case of threefold fabric.

THE SHEARING STRESSES.

In the preceding treatment, all deformations were deduced from
the two mutually perpendicular normal tensions _1 (transverse) and

(longitudinal); the concept of shearing stresses was not intro-
duced. There is a certain justification for this procedure in the case
of simple (single layer) fabrics, for these do not oppose resistance to
shearing stresses, but set themselves so as to annul them; this ten-
dency is what we designated as "thread shear." In considering the
bending of envelopes, it is desirable to introduce the conception of
shearing stress, in order to make the procedure conform with the cus-
tomary bending computations in the construction of machinery.
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The behavior of the single layer under shearing stress is to a cer-
tain extent already determlned bjy the tests.on the deformation of
cylindrical envelopes (p. 174) for the two resuitants R, and R_ (fig. 4)
may be replaced by forces, one parallel to (one sys bern _,f) threads

o

j_f_ r_E

(_ r_F

FtG. 40.--Test V, elongation _Of multiple iabrlcs. (Materials E, F, G.)

and the other normal thereto, the second being analogous to a shear-
ing stress. The essential characteristics of shearing stresses are, how-
ever, most clearly apparent in tests on torsion.

TEST _rI_S][_ARING OF SINGLE-LAlrER AND DIAGONAL-DOUBLED

FARRIC.

(Material D of the table.)

Three miniature cylinders of the fabric like those of Test IV, of
80 man. diameter and 300 ram. length, were suspended and sub-
jeered to internal hydrostatic pressure without additional suspended
weight, this producing, as stated, a tension ratio 1:2 (longitudinal
to lateral tension) ; the hydrostatic pressure was eqltal to, that of a
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column of water ?,500 ram. high. Two of the cylinders were made
of a single layer of material D, the thread (presumably the woof.--
TransZator) being in one case parallel to the axis, and in the other
inclined to the a_ds at 45 °. The third cylinder was diagonal-doubled,
i. e., made of two such layers glued together, one layer parallel to
the axis and one at 45 ° .

A disk of 160 ram. diameter was attached to the lower base of the
linder, the upper base being secured against torque. (Fig. 41.)
o cords were attached at the edge of the disk, and thence carried

_ .... ----

!
I

_mm_ !

._j_'_

I ...... J

i

Fxo. 41.--Torsion test,

over rollers resting in ball bearings, De rend which lead weights were
suspended from-them (the single _ eights being 2.5 kg.). The
torque was brought up first to a positive maximum (weight of 12.5
kg.), then lowere_i to zero in equal step _, then increased to a negative
maximum corresl_onding to the same weight applied to the other
cord, and finally brought to zero and then increased to so great a
positive value that the cylinder was completely twisted around and
_olds appeared in the fabric. _ .,

Arhombus similar to that of Test IV (p. 175) was drawn upon me
fabric. The alterations in torque took place at five-minute intervals,
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and the readings upon the rhombus were made three minutes after
each alteration.

The shearin_stress is computed as follows: Let the force in kg.
acting at the rim of the disk "be represented by T, the double lever-
arm of Tin meters by D, the instantaneous diameter of the cylinder
at the point where the measurement is made by 5, the shearing stress
in kg/m by _; then

r,_Td-

d is ascertained from the inltlal_diameter, 80 ram., by ta_l_g account
of the measured elongation. D, the diameter of the disk plus that
of the cord, is 161.7 mm. The influence of the seam, which lies on
the opposite side from the rhombus, is neglcted, as in Test IV.

In figure.,42 the tangent of the angle of shear, _, is graphed as a
function oi the shearing stress. The curves display a marked
hysteresis, as was expressed and explained in figure 20. Concepts
such as remanence (residual magnetism), coercive force, initial curve
(that obtained when stress is applied for the first time), may be car-
ried over directly from the science of magnetism.

The difference between the single layer with woof parallel to the
axis and the single layer set diagon_ally is very striking. The first
responds to sheaBng stress principally by thread shear, the second
only by thread straightening and thread extension. Hence a high
degree of shear corresponds to a low degree of elongation (asseenin
fig. 26, p. 173) and vice versa. We should, then, expect that the
ch_agona[-<loubled fabric would behave, in respect to torque, about as
the single layer set.diagonally, since the parallel-lying layer takes up
only a smalI part of the stress. The observed shear is, in fact, much
more nearly like that of the diagonal single layer than like that of
the parallel single layer. However, the twist is greater than with
the single diagonal layer, whereas we should expect it to be some-
what smaller.

This departure from the theory is due to the increased diameter of
the cylinder (evidently the increase due to the internal pressure.w
Transl.). In figure 42 the diameter d and the height h of the rhom-
bus are graphed as functions of r, the unit of length being the milli-
meter. "the diameter of the cylinder, rn'ade of the single diagonal
layer, is greater than that of the diagonal-doubled cylinder, as in the
latter case the expansion is restrained by the parallel layer. This
difference in diameter operates in the following manner. The twist
results from the lengthening of one set of diagonal threads and the
shortening . of the other, thus increasing the tension on one set and
diminishifig it on the other. The smaller the diameter the smaller
is the initial tension due to the internal pressure, and the larger is
the relative change in tension due to the shearing stress. Thus, when
the threads are initially under slight tension the lenghtening and
shortenipg_ under _ven shearing stress are greater than when they
are lfighly tensed already (as is the case in the larger cylinder), and
permit only slight changes in form._

It is difficult to arrange exactly the same experimental conditions
for tests on the two kinds of fabric. It would be necessary to pre-
vent increases in the diameter without interfering with the torsion
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(e. g., by means of numerous unconnected rings). We were able to
omit this precaution, as we were concerned only to show the advan-
tage, as regards behavior toward torque, of the diagonal as con-
Wasted with the parallel position of the fabric on the envelope.

FIG. 42.--Te_t VI, shear (under torque) of single-layer and diagonal-doubled fabrics. (Material D of the

table.)

The three torsion experiments were sometimes carried through to
the maximum admissible value of shearing stress. This maximum
depends on the two normal tensions of the cylinder, _1 and _, being
given by the formula

The deduction of this formula from general hypothesis will be
carried out later in connection with the computation of the stre_sses
in the envelope. For the caseof an ideal network, it is obtained as
follows:

In figure 43 let _-_ bet the angle made by the threads with the
axis. Obviously, so long as no torque is applied, the longitudinal
tension _3 win se divided equally between ttie two thread systems,
and the threads will set themselves parallel to the resultants of
_ and ¢_. This state of tensions is depicted by the cross-hatched
p_allelograms of forces. If in addition a shearing stress appears,
one of the systems of threads undergoes an increase in tension, the
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other system a decrease. The angle of intersection is not changed.
There is then a certain value of the shearing stress, for which the
tension on the latter system vanished. If, when the torque was still

further increased, the cylinder retained
I I I its form, the threads of this system
[><:_<_1 would be under pressure (parallel to

their lengths), Which is impossible.
Folds are therefore formed; the cylin-
der becomes_ constricted, assuming a
shape like a hyperboloid (der Zylinder

_ _ sehnurt sich hyperboloid-f'drmig ein) :
_.F.Tn_r_'_ i _9_._ the equilibrium of forces becomes
! _. _- _ labile; the continuation of the twist-
'"-t_"--'_ -° i' _ ing leads to a complete collapse of the
-----" cylinder, the waterbeing squeezed out.
_o. 4s.--c,u_l._e. _a_o_ The critical shearing stress, r maz, is

..... therefore given by the equation

tan a - r _m,z/o-,

1_ow, according to equation (1),

tan a" tan # - _t[a2

in this case, where a £ #,

hence

The critical shearing stress is therefore to be computed, for the
present test, as follows. Since the folds must appear where the
normal tensions are least, i. e., at the top where the fabric is fixed
to the base_ the diameter is to be taken as not much more than
80 ram. The water pressure at the top, which controls the lateral
tension ¢_, is equal to W-½H, H depending on the diminution in
length and being, on the average, about 110 ram. Hence

ct ¢c (7,500--110)" 0.04--296 k_,]m.

The longitudinal tension is given by the pressure W + ½H + the
weight of the _disk, or rather the pressure equivalent of the weight of
the disk--on the average, 7,500 + 110 + 75 ram.,

aa 0_ 7,685" 0.04" ½= 154 kg]m

hence, the critical shearing stress at the top is

r maz = 29_9"_-54 =214 kg/m

The sheafing stress simultaneously existing at the level of the rhom-
bus is found from r max by considering the change in value of the
square of the diameter. For example, for single-layer fabric in the
parallel position,

r _ 214.(80/83.5)'-196 kg[m

These are the theoretical values of the stress at which folds should
appear; they_ are indicated on figure 42 by the letters Fth, wifile the
letters Fv indicate the values at which they are first observed. These
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latter are naturally not perfectly sharp, and a certain latitude is
thus left for personal judgment. Nevertheless, the _reement is
satisfactory.

DEFORMATION OF AI_ ENVELOPE OF PARALLEL-DOUBLED FABRIC.

It is nowpossible to complete the picture, which in test IV we made
of the envelope as regards increase in diameter, decrease in length,
and twist, by taking into account the bending. We anticipate what
is to follow by stating that each cross section of the envelope is under
the influence of bending and shearing stresses.

Figure 44 represents schematically a balloon with vertically
suspended gondola, with the deformations due to applied couples
and to shear.

If the fabric lies parallel to the axis the envelope first undergoes
(according to figs. 38-38, p. 178) a small increase in diameter, a small
decrease in length, and no twist. The couples now produce bending
stresses, which bend the envelope upward at the ends. Since, how-
ever, the bending can take place only by virtue of thread straighten-
ing and thread extension, it remains confined to small values. On
the other hand, the shearing forces produce a largo alteration in angle
of the parallel fabric. (Cf. fig. 42, left, p. 185.)

If the fabric is set diagonally at 45 ° (to the axis), the envelope first
undergoes (according to figs. 36-38) a very large increase in diameter
and decrease in length, and little or no twit (see p. 157): The
diagonal fabric responds to the bending moment by thread shear,
the angles in its network becoming sharper upward and more obtuse
downward. The result is that t_ie ends are bent upward consid-
erably. The change in the line of centroids (e_astische Linie) due to
shearing forces is, on the contrary, slight, for such a change can result
only from thread straighteningaud thread extension.

In both cases, therefore, the upward bending of the envelope
exceeds what is permissible, the difference beingmerely, that with
parallel fabric the bending is due primarily to s_hearing stress, with
diagonal fabric primarily to the bending moment.

It therefore follows, that neither single-layer nor parallel-doubled
fabric, whether set parallel or diagonally with respect to the axis,
is advantageous for the construction of the enveIopes of nonrigid
balloons. It is, of course, conceivable, that any curvature of the axis
might be annulled by previously giving it a corresponding negative
curvature; just as it is possible to attain a perfectly definite length
and diameter, by allowing for expansion and shortening before-
hand. However, even this would not meet satisfactorily all the
conditions of actual flight, in which a number of considerable bend-
ing and shearing forces are encountered (rudder, squalls). The envel-
ope would react to these momentary influences with large flexions, and
the ease of steering would be diminished. In the case of airships
with diagonal fabrm, there is the additional disadvantage that the
unavoidable variations of gas pressure during flight (due to ascend-
ing, descending, radiation) cause them to "breathe," i. e., to change
in-length ,and ;diameter, to an extent which can not be allowed.

How carefully the constructor must take into account these prop-
erties of parallel-doubled fabric is demonstrated by the French
airship manufactory, in which parallel-doubled material is used by
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reference. Figures 45 and_46 represent the two ships C7zment
ayard and Ad_uant lfea_, First, the bending moments and shear-

ing forces of +_e envelope are much diminished by a long gondola.

t

!
[

J._

Fro. 44.--Defofmatloa of an envelope made of a _ngle-layer or
aoubled tabr_

(Semirigid construction.) H this is not carried far enough, there
appears a shear sudlcientlff great to be unpleasing to the eye. The
envelope of the Ad]uant Reau is especially well planned: the tip is



Fro. 45.--Ch, mtnt BayaTd: head tilted up by shear.

F_o. 46.--Adjutant R_u; _bric laid on diagonally.
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made by folding together a quarter sphere (zu_ammengeklapter V_er-
tellcugel) with the result that at this point, where because of the short
lever arm the effect of the bendingmoment is inferior to that of the
shearing forces, the direction of the fabric changes gradually from
parallel to diagonal. Th_ upward bending is thus reduced to a
minimum. Correspondingly, a gradual deflection of the direction of
the fabric is carried out at the rear end of the ship, with the same
success.

DEFORMATION OF A-N" ENVELOPE MADE OF DIAGONAL-DOUBLED FABRIC.

For nonrigid ships, of which the envelopes have to resist large
moments and shearing forees, only diagonal-doubled fabric can be
employed (any fabrio is "to be called diagonal doubled, if it contains
at ]east one diagonal layer). For its parallel layer prevents large
alterations in the line of centroids, while its diagonal layer opposes
shear. Its lateral expansion and longitudinal contraction are sin.all,
especially when a sample is chosen in which the exteusibility of the
woof exceeds that of the warp as little as possible.

In the case of the first envelope of the S[emens-Schuckert balloon,
the most extreme type of nonrigid airship, it became apparent that
even the small bending of diagonal fabric may, under certain circum-

jB

Fro. 4T.--Bendlng due to rudder_

stances, exceed the permissible maximum. When the motors were
developing full power and the rudder.was sharply turned (bei starkem
Rud.er[.egen) the envelope bent in a downward direction through an
estimated angle of about 8°, this being observed because by chance the
airship was passing over a reflecting water surface. Beyond this
point, folds al?peared. This bending resulted in a deviation of the
ship from her intended line of flight, which made it impossible to use
the full power of the motors continually during squally weather.
The diagram (fig. 47) is drawn from memory, as uaifortunately no
good photograph is at hand.

B. EXPERIMENTAL BASES FOR PREDETERMINATIONS OF THE DEFOR-

MATION OF ENVELOPES.

Along with the fundamental differences, as to extensional proper-
ties, between the three types of fabric (parallel-doubled, diagonal-
doubled, 3-layer), we find differences in quality between different
samples of the same fabric, depending on thread strength_ number of
threads per unit length, previous tensmn during the process of manu-
facture, etc. Hence, in order to predetermine the deformation of a
envelope made from a given material, it is necessary to determine
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the "characteristic" of the selected material by special experiments.
We must inquire:

(1) What data are necessary and sufficient to determine completely
the character of the fabric with respect t 9 its extensionalproperties

(2) By what experiments can these data be ascertained_ - •
We cut a square element of the fabric out of the envelope [one side]

parallel to the axis, and apply to it the tensions which appear in the
most general case. These are, the normal tensions _,, _,, and the
shear_g stress _. The "strain" or behavior of the fabric is fully
determined, when we know the variation in length of the sides of the
square and the variations of its angles. We designate the graph
which represents the relation between variation in length and normal
tension by the term _ characte_t_¢ anc_ the graph which
represents the relation between variation in angle and shearing stress
by the term s_r c__c.

THE NORMAL CHARACTERISTIC.

To the homogeneous materials used in the construction of machin-
ery, we can apply the law of superposition; that is, we can aetermine
the longitudinal expansion and lateral contraction due to each of the
two normal tensions separately_ and set the total expansion equal to
the algebraic sum of the individual expansions so determined. Tha_
is, the normal characteristic is established by the knowledge of a
single expansion curve and of the constant ratio between expansion
ancI [lateral] contraction. Since throughout the practical range the
expansion curve is a straight line (Hooke's-law), it is sufficient to
give a single number, the slope of this curve (coefficient of expansion).

It was already shown in Test II (p. 170) that. this rule does not
hold for balloon fabrics. Furthermore, the ratio between the expan-
sion in one direction and the simultaneous contraction in the perpen-
dicular direction is not constant (bottom of fig. 39_ p. 180). Hence
the establishment of the normal characteristic reqntres two diagrams,
one for each principal direction.

Furthermore, as we shall see later, the superposition law is not
valid; i. e., the deformation produced by lateral tension depends on.
the simultaneous longitudinal tension and vice versa. Each of the
two diagrams must, therefore, consist not of a single curve, but of a
family of curves or a surface, each of the curves on which represents
the expansion for varying lateral tension under the condition of
constant longitudinal tension or vice versa. The normal charac-
teristic of balloon fabrics, therefore, consists of two families of curves.

THE SmZAR CHARACTF_.R[STIC.

We find a similar state of affairs in the case of the shear charac-
teristic. For the materials used in machinery a single number, the
coefficient of shear, is sufficient. Test VI (p. 182) showed that in the
case of balloon fabric this number must be replaced by a curve, since
Hooke's law is 0nly an approximation in the case of shear. It
furthermore showed that the shear depends on the normal tensions.
If it depended only on one of the two normal tensions, we should have,
as in t_e case of the normal characteristic, a family of curves instead
of a single curve. Since it depends on both, we require a family of
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surfaces. Such a family may, e. g., be made up of surfaces of constant
shear, over which the longitudinal and transverse tensions vary.

Because of the differences between warp and woof it is desirable
to determine the shear characteristic for both directions. In the
torsion experiment this corresponds to the positive and negative
branches of the hysteresis loop.

Since the shear depends on the two normal tensions, we next inquire
whether, inversely, expansion and contraction may not depend on the
simultaneous shearing stresses. Were this the case we should have
to replace the two curves determining the normal characteristic each
by a family of curves. However, as we shall see_ the influence of
the shearing stresses upon expansion and contraction is, within the
practical limits, negligible, so that the simplification in question is
justifiable, especiaUy so as it is introduced for the purpose of ren-
dering complicated computations avoidable. For the same reason
we shall later find ourselves impelled to reduce the shear charac-
teristic to a single surface by a particular simplification.

METHODS FOR ASCERTAINING THE NORMAL CHARACTERISTIC.

The experimental scheme for determining the normal character-
istic is dictated by the end to be attained; the fabric is to be loaded
by simultaneously applying tensions parallel to the two principal
directions, and the variations in length parallel to the two directions
are to be measured. This double_loading may be brought about
either by the combination of internal hydrostatic pressure and sus-
pended weight acting upon a miniature cy_linder (Test IV, p. 175) or
simply by the application of weightsto a fiat cruciform piece of the
fabric. The latter scheme possesses the advantages of simplicity and
of absence of corrections (p. 177, bottom) _ it is merely the experiment
upon the normal strip, performed in two dimensions (Tests Hand V).

Each observation gives one point for each of the two families of
curves belonging to the normal characteristic. Taking this into
account, three methods may be distinguished:

1. The entire series of points used to determine both families may
_)e determined successively from a single cross-shaped piece.

2. Each of the individual curves making up a family may be de"
termined from a separate cross.

3. Each separate point may be determined from a separate cross-
The choice of methods is decided by the condition, _that the in-

fluence of slowness of deformation (Test I, p. 177) should be circum-
vented as far as possible. In this respect the third method is by far
the best. It precludes mutual influences between the observed
points (gegense_t" ige Beeinflussung der Versuchspun_te; i. e., probably
the determination of any point is independent of that of any other--
Transl.] and permits the experimenter to make tests of long duration
without expending too much time [probably because tests can simul-
taneously be carried out on several samples--Transl.], in which tests
it is possible at any time to ascertain whether the test has already
lasted long enough or whether it should be prolonged. The method
requires a relatively large amount of fabric, but this is not a serious
disadvantage, consl"dering the size of balloon envelopes. In fact, it
may rank as an advantage, for it becomes possible to form an opinion
of the uniformity of the fabric, since the numerous observed values
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determine the surface graphed with great accuracy and exceptional
values are easy to detect.

When the first method is used, the observations must come one
after the other in time, forming a single series; with the second
method, 'they are grouped in several series. Consequently, the time
allowed for each observation can not be nearly so long as is permis-
sible with the first method, or the test would require month.q. Fur-
thermore, the state of the sample at the time of an observation de-
pends on its state at the previous observations--there is a sort of
"interference" among the various obsreved values. It is necessary
to reduce this interference to a minimum by arranging the order of
observations in a particular way. Here begins the uncertainty, the
opportunity for personally made interpolations. The manner of

 ese interpolationsis in thedesenpti0 ofTestVII
METHOD FOR ASCERTAINING THE SHEAR CHARACTERISTIC.

The shear characteristic is best determined from torsion experiments
like those of Test VI. If the shear is to be measured for m different
values of the lateral and n different values of the longitudinal tension,
it is necessary to plot mn hysteresis loops. The desired permanent
values of the shear are to be deduced from the instantaneous values
actually observed by taking account of the remanence.

Here, too, it is possible to determine all the curves--in this case,
hysteresis loops--by observations on a single miniature cylinder or
on several. It is not, however, so essential to have many samples, as
the pe .r/nanent values of the shear are deduced from the mean hys-
teresis loop, rather than by protracting the time during which the
load is applied.

TEST Y_II---THE NOR_fAL CHARACTERISTIC OF A DIAGONAL-DOUBLED

FABRIC. SInGLE-CROSS METHOD.

[]_t_rIal F.]

The experimental arrangement is shown in figures 48-50.
A cross-shaped piece of-fabric, the four equal arms of which are

hemmed and looped over at the ends, and are 250 mm. broad and
equally long, so that the central portion of the cross is a square, is
outstretched in a framework made of sheet metal with corner plates
(aus Blech und WinTceln). The two tensions are produced by the
weight of sandbags applied to the arms A and B by means of bent
levers, of which the arms stand in the ratio 1 : 2. (Fig. 48, lower
left.) The points C and D, opposite the levers, are fixed. However,
set screws are placed both at the levers and at the fixed points, the
purpose of which is to keep. the central point M of the cross over the
center of the frame and the levers U in a horizontal position, whatever
the amount of the deformation.

For measurements, a quadratic network is drawn with fine lines in
India ink, its sides being 200 ram. long; for purposes of reproduction
(figs. 49 and 50) these lines have been retraced heavily- in white,
as the photographi_ plate shows almost no contrast between the black
lines and_ the yellow fabric. The same procedure was followed in
making all the other photographs.
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The tension was distributed uniformly over the breadth of the arm
by means of a steel tube, lying in the fold made by the looped-back
arm; the load is applied directly to a bolt which traverses the tube
laterally (cf. figs. 49-50). The bending of this tube un.der such
forces as are applied is negllgibl_, so that the extension of the arm
is the same throughout itsbreadth. Perfect uniformityis not, how-
ever, even yet attained. At the four inner comers E, there is a
mutual influence of the two tensions, so that, we might say, they are
not "conducted" straight across the intersection of the cross-arms,
but bend around the corners into the intersecting arm because of the
rigidity against shear of the fabric. (Fig. 51.) The tension at the

FIG. 4&_Experimenta_ arrangement of "e-gle-cma" method.

corners of the network is thus diminished, and the rectangle assumes
a sort of barrel-shape. The distribution of tensions is, therefore, not
that corresponding to the rectangle 1-2-3--4 in figure 51, but that
corresponding to the cross-hatchea surface.

Correction may be made for this annoying secondary effect in
various ways. In the present experiment,-it is made by applying,
in addition to the weights already described, four "auxiliary stretch-
ing clamps" HI, H_, In order to stretch the arms ou.tlateraUyin the
vicinity of the center of the cross. In figure 48 only two of these
are shown. They must always stretch the arms to such an extent

29165°---S. Doc. 123, 65-2--13
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that the •sides a-a, b-b, of the network, prolonged, become straight
lines. For, in this case, the lateral expansion of the arms is equal
to the expansion of the central surface, and no "flowing over" of
the tension in one crossbeam into the other takes place. Hence, in
figure 51, the rectangle of tensions 1"2-3-4 is accompanied by the
rectangles 2-3--6--5 and 1-4-7-8.

The aur_ary clamps are p/aced at differen_ levels, so tha_ _1 and
H_ lie, respectively, above and below. They are not connected with
each other nor with the framework, so that they can follow the
central figure, however it may be deformed. The tensions are
appIted by means of loops sewn to the fabric. It is important that
these loolSs be sufl_cientIy wide and sufflcient/y close to the central
square. The scheme could be improved in this direction. In
general, the auxiliary clamps do not furn_.h an entirely satisfactory

solution. It takes much

E t

I
o

I

!

! m
I I l I

time to adjust them, and
they must be constantly
watched, since in the early
stages of load the fabric
/lows rapidly.

The test in detail is as fol-
lows: 7×7 or 49 separate
points are observed, the ten-
sion being altered between
observations by 80 kgs. per
meter, i. e. the weight of sand
applied at the end of the long

of the lever being altered
each time by 10 k_. The
maximum tension, m each
direction,was therefore 8 X 80
or 480 kg/m. In figure 52,
the order of succession of the
point_ is shown by the ar-
rows. The diagrams Ia and
Ib are from a ilrst series of
observations, Ha and IIb

m. 51.-N_au_ d_tn_ut_ottm_m, from a second series under_
taken for purposes of verifi-

action. In the first series, the lon_tudinal tension is changed after
every observation, the lateral ouly six times in a/l; in the second series,
this is reversed. (Longitudinal tension corresponds to warp, lateral to
woof.) A long pause _18 days) intervened between the two series, in
order to give time for fabric to resume its original state. This was,
however, not.q,,zite a_tained. (Of. figs. 21-22, p. 169.)

During eacti series the load was altered at 10-minute intervals.

Friction_m the _rapports of the lever (steel bolts in bronze bushings!
was ellminated by shaking the framework violently. The length aria
breadth of the network, now rectangul.ar, was then measured in six
places, invariably eight minutes aiter the change of load.

In figure 52 we have the mean values of the extensions expressed in
percentages of the initial length. For each of the two series there are
two families of curves Ia, Ib, and IIa, IIb _ Ia and IIa givingthe exten-
eiens (positive or negative) of the warp, Ib and IIb that o_ the woof



FI(_. 49.--Test VII. l_ormal characteristic. Single-cross method. Soen from above. Materia]
F of the tab]e.

Fie. 50.--T'est "vI1. Normal characteristic. Single-cross method. Seen from side.
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The strik/ng thing about these curves is the marked remanenee of
the fabric, which masks the laws governing the curves. This is

A
l

- I
0 _1_ _ a_O ,_0 _00 _ _ 0 _ _0 _ _

//Z /

.
Fro. _.--Te_t VII, normal e,har_torlstlc; sl_l_,,(_ m_thod; _'_t plotttu_ ot the r_sul_) (fab)Io F).

brought to light by changing the method of plotting the results,
those obtained in the first series being plotted-in figure 53 in the
manner in which those of the second are plotted in figure 52) and vice

,!

)
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versa. The points on the new curves ]_e alternately too high and
too low, this being due to the remanence. 1

_3.--Tcst VIII normal charscteristie; si_gle-crc_ method; second plotting ol the r_sults
(fabric F).

Th_ probablym_ in (_r)_,r__ ___ _._kept,_J._ o, _h!_ ot_ _ h.__'_'R_='_.
then ralsbd to 80 and ._. lowere_ step oy sr_p r,o u, _ pom_ on r.ms secona ar_ oemg _ _v_u uec_us_ ot
ill# _ce cl the high p_ltlve _ue of extension atlained at ol-480/_when ol vre_nes u_me extens!on
Is negative, and this produces a negative remanence affecting me entire turn1 arc, sz, r.aa_ correepon_ug
_o o_-- 160.---Translator.
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To each observation of the first series corresponds an observation
of the second series, made for the same values of ol and % The last
step in the determination of the normal characteristic consists in
comparing and weighting the corresponding observations. The
weighting and the subsequent interpolation from which the con-
tinuous curves are drawn is governed by the following considerations.
In some cases the results of one series are more reliable than those of
the other. In particular, the four "initial curves," two from each
series, in which one of the tensions remains zero while the other
varies, are specially reliable (they are distinguished by points in figs.

FIe.f_.--Normal characterlstlcof a diagonal-doubled fabric (fabric F).

52-53) because they are not affected by previous loads. These curves
are therefore taken over bodily into figure 54, where they form
limiting curves of the families there graphed (which are those corre-
sponding° to Ia, IIb)_ while the points of the initial curves of Ilal rb
appear alongthe axm of ordinates in figure 54. As to the terminal
points, at which both tensions have their maximum value (480) it is
certain that in one series the values are too high, in the other too low.
The values plotted in figure 54 are therefore the arithmetic means.
These points be!ng established, the remaining curves are drawn, more
or less arbitrarily, so as to conform in general appearance as closely
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as possible to the original curves of figure 53. The zero points are
those of the first series.

The dotted curves in figure 54 are those of the other family [e. g.,
on the left, ¢2 varies cdntinuously in the continuous curve and _1
is the parameter, while _1 varies continuously in the dotted curves
and ¢2 is the parameter]. This scheme permits a certain co_trSle of
the shape of the curves. Point A of one system corresponds to
B of the other, C to D, etc.

The normal characteristic reveals everything of importance about
the behavior of the fabric:

Hooke's Law does not hold, for the curves are not straight lines.
The law of superposition does not hold, for the curves are not

congruent.
Itr the deformation were due entirely to thread shear, it would

vanish whenever the two tensions were equal. Since thread straight-
ening and thread extension also enter in, the deformation does not
vanish in this case; the curve which is the locus of points of equal
tension (drawn with alternate dots and dashes in fig. 54) lies in the
positive part of theplane.

The modulus of elasticity at any point would be the tangent to
the curve at the point in qusstion. For example, the modulus of
elasticity, for stratus parallel to the warp, and for the values of the
normal tensions at point P, would be the tangent to the curve at
1_: 284× I0 or 2840 kg/m.

TEST VI/I. ccMANY_CROSS METHOD" FOR THE NORMAL CHARAC-
i

TERISTIC OF A THREE-LAYER FABRIC.

[Fabric G.]

In this test the number of observations was limited to 5 × 5 = 25,
at intervals of 100 kg/in in the tensions. The maximum tension
was 400 kg/m.

The five observations for a single value of the longitudinal tension
are made simultaneously by the scheme of figures 55 and 56. The
various lateral tensions are produced directly by suspended weights,
the uniform longitudinal tension by a suspended welght and nearly
frictionless pulley (die gemeinsame L_ngsspannung wird horizontal
unter Zudschenschahung ]e einer auf schr_ger Bahn, ]_5°, frei au_ge-
legten, d'h. nahezu reibungsfreien Rolle erzeugt. Obscure. The word
Rol_ may refer to the interconnections between crosses shown in
fig. 56).

For the case in which the longitudinal tension was zero, four
normal strips were employed (not visible in fig. 55).

The arms of the crosses were 50 ram. broad, the weights varied
from 5 to 20 kg. For the measurements, the entire square forming
the center of the cross (drawn in white in fig. 56) was employed:.
The accuracy of measurement, in spite of the shortness of the sides
of this square, is sufficient for practical purposes because of the
inhomogeneity of the fabric. The distortion of the square by
"leaking over" of the tensions, as described in Test VII, is impeded
by making several slits in each cross arm parallel to the direction
of the tension. This scheme serves the purpose much more simply
and surely than does the scheme of auxiliary clamps, previously em-
ployed. The slits intercept the [diagonal] tensions liable to extend

rii:Zl:i



FI(_. _.--Test VIII. _-onnalcharacteristic. Many-cross method. Fabric G.

FIo. 56.--Te_t VIIL Normal characteristic. Slitting of the cross-arms. Fabric G.
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away from the central area. The cross arms must be sufficiently
long to reduce to a negligible amount the oblique forces due to gaping
open of the slits.

The test was performed in two corresponding series of observa-
tions. Two separate crosses were madefor each observation. For
the first series, the lateral tensions were first applied, then the longi-
tudinal tension. Simultaneously, the longitudinal tension was ap-
plied to the other set of crosses. After the first series of observa-
tions, upon the first set of crosses, was finished, the weights were
suspended from the lateral arms of the other set. Thus for each
pair of values of the tensions, two values of the deforn_ation were
observed; one value being influenced more by the lateral, the other
more by the longitudinal-tension. For the four normal strips, for
which the longitudinal tension is zero, the second series naturally
does not exist.

The two series of tests lasted three weeks. During this period the
deformations were measured a number of times. The measure-
ments were always made at three places on the square, in the middle,
and at a distance of 5 ram. from Corners.

In Fig. 57 the measured extensions are plotted (as percentages
of the initial length) in families of CUl:Ves ithe first and third diagrams
reproduce the extensions as measured 24 hours, the second and [ourth
the values found three weeks after the loads were applied. The
continuous curves belong to the first series, the dotted curves to the
second. (Considering the way in which a balloon-envelope is made
out of longitudinal strips, we designate as lateral tension _1, here
and everywhere else in this work, the tension parallel to the woof,
and as longitudinal tension _2, that parallel to the warp.)

The apparentlychaotic way in which the different empirical curves
interlace each other is due less to uncertainty of measurement than
to nonuniformity, of the fabric; because, in all measurements carried
out with one and the same cross, over the three-weeks interval, the
deviation from the values expected was generally (_s _r Regd)
found to be the same. _

The influence of prolongation of theperiod of load was of the same
nature as that expected from Test I(p. 169). Readings after 14
days showed a marked increase of the deformation over that pro-
duced in one day, but were practically identical with those made
after three weeks, so that the three-week period may be regarded,

• consider_g_ the accuracy of observation, _ long enough.
The difference between the two series of results shows the strong

influence exerted upon the extension by that one of the two tensions
which was first applied. Comparison of the first with the second
and of the third with the fourth of the diagrams of figure 57 shows
that this influence diminishes in amount as the length of time,
during which the total load is applied, increases.

The normal characteristic is finally established, as in the previous
case, by combining and weighting equally the corresponding obser-
vations of the two series, the deformations for the three-weeks
period being the only ones retained; the mean between the corre-
sponding Blues is thus plotted; the curves of which .k is one, in

Probably, in the measurements carried out at the three points on the square, as de_rib_I at the top
of the l)age.--Tmnsl.
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figure 58, are thus produced. By interchangin_ _2 and _, we obtain
the curves B. By inspection, in order to produce a family of curves
oi more regular appearance they are altered to the curves C, and
by interehang_g __1 an.d _2 once more, the curves D are formed.
Here, of course, there m a certain amount of latitude for arbitrary
judgment, but nevertheless the results seem more reliable than
with the 'tsingle-cross method."

For practical purp.oses it is generally sufficient to investigate the
range of tensions wlfich are to be realized with the envelope actually
to be constructed. In particular, given the diameter of the envelope
and the internal pressure, the lateral tension may be restricted within

" Xl//'- "

"/11',,. // ......-__._.....

_ .......... ._____.._.._..__

FIG._.--I_ocs_l_t_¢ ofm 3-1ayerfabr_ (_br/oO).

much narrower limits than those selected in the present research.

It is reco.mme.nded to vary the longitudinal tension by smaller
amounts at a _me, so as _o maze more measurements over a given
interval. A suitablepracticalvalue for the breadth of the cross-arm

zs100 n_.., and the cross-arm may be divided by nine slits,at least
150 ram. long,into 10 stripseach 10 ram. broad. It seems that two

serieswould be unnecessary,ifthe two tensionsare applied as nearly
at th.esame moment as possible. Since practicalobstaclesprevent
simultaneous applicationof the weights, _tmight be done approxi-
m.atelyby appl_ug firsta fractionofthe lateraIload,then a fraction

o! the longitudinalloade then another fraction of the lateralload,
and so on until the entireload is applied.

!

i
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TEST IX.----THE SR:F2kR C]KARACTERISTIC OF A 3-LAY'ER FABRIC.

[Fabric G.]

Employing the method of Test VI (p. 182), nine hysteresis loops
I-IX were plotted from observation; three of these corresp.onded to
each of the three values 200, 250, 300 kg/m of the lateral tension,
and one of each three corresponded to each of the values 80 per cent,
20 per cent, 50 per cent of the ratio between ]on_tudinal and lateral
tension. For the first two ratios, additional weights were employed,
in the way described on page 176. The values given for the tension
are computed on the im_tial value of the diameter.

All nine tests were made upon one and the sameminiature cylinder
of 80 (or, more exactly, 79.6) ram. diameter and 30.0 mm. length,
which was always suspended; in order to produce the 20 per cent
ratio (o,:o 1_0.2), the r'negative" load was applied by means of an
equ_al-armed upside-down lever, as shown in figure 60.

Cylinders "of three-layer fabri% closed at theends a_.b_ore (fig. 41,
p. 183) with grooved wooden dmks (ei_eOunaen, ltotzsc_e_Oen) were
found not to be sufficiently water-tight. The wooden disks were
therefore replaced by turned thin-_walled bronze disks, to which the
fabri6 was clamped by means of two metal clamps 180°apart.
(D_e,e warden daher ersaz$ durch di_nnwandiog ausg-edrehte l:Ironze-
schdben, auf denen der Stoff durch ]e $um 180 versetze.Blechscheiben_
fe_stgddemmt warde.) The torsion disk of 160 mm. diameter_ and
the weights of 2.5 kg. each, were the same as in Test VI, and a similar
rhombus with point downward was drawn upon the fabric.

The maximum load applied w.as 10 kg., except when the tensions
were low, in which cases the load was not increased beyond 7.5 or
even 5 kg. so as to avoid the formation of folds. As the tests some-
times terminated with the highest applied load, and hence with the
cylinder considerably twisted, it was broughe back by hand into its
z_ro position before beginning the next set of tests. The intervals
between successive sets of tests were at least three hours long, and
during each of them the tensions were kept steady at the values
appropriate to the following set.

The results are graphed in the nine hysteresis loops (I-IX, fig. 61),
the trigonometric tangent of the angle of twist, i. e., the shear per
unit length, being represented as a 1unction of the shearin_g stress.
The values of the normal tensions corresponding to each of the curves
are as follows:

I II • HI IV V VI VII VIII IX

ot 300 300 300 250 250 250 200 200 200
o_ 240 150 60 200 125 50 160 100 40

The first step in the setting up of the hysteresis curves shear
characteristic consists in replacing the hysteresis loops by single
curves. We might, for example, consider the initial curve as t-he
im]_rtant one; by using this curve we could compute the shear
which would be undergone by the envelope when it is mounted lor
the first time, before its first voyage. AIter it goes into service,
however, it is subjected to excess tensions, first m one sense and
then in the other, so that the eventual deformation corresponds to a
sort of average curve.



Ft(_. 59.--Test IX. Torsfon-te6t. rrPcsltlve"additienalload. Fabric O.

l_a. 60.--Test IX. Torsion-test. "Negative" additional load. Fabric G.
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In figure 61 average curves are plotted by halving the remanence
[apparently by drawing the curves, whose ordinates lib hatfway
between those of the two sides of the h_teresis loops.--Trans.]
They pass through the tips of the loops, and depend on the maximum
amount to which the str_s has been raised, or, in practice) upon the
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FIO. 61.--Test IX, Hysteresis loops for the shear characteristic (fabric O).

excess stresses encountered by the enve]op_e dining flight. Since the
stresses occurring in practice are decldedJy less than t.he critical stress
(that which p_duces folds) only the central part of the curve is of
importance. If now we go over into three diinensions and for each
value of the shearing stress plot a surface representing the shear as
a function of the longitudinal and of the lateral tension_ the family
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of surfaces so produced forms the shear characteristic in the form
described on page 190.

Now in figure 61 we see that for slight shearing stresses the average
curves are ver__ approximate]2_ straight lines, so that within certa_u
limits Hooke's law applies. _ Te may then reduce the shear charac-
teristic to a single surface by p] _tting the slope of this line, or modulus
of shear, as a tunction of the tensfons. The slope taken is that at
the point of infle_on in the curve. The graph is in figure 62. For

example: From _op No. 1 we find the value of the mod_us of shear
to be 10× 127.5 1275 kg/m for ot 300 and 02 240, and thi? value
is according ty plotted in figure 62 vertically over the point having
these coordi al btes in the olo3- plane.

/
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FIe. _.--Tmt IX. The ah_r ¢lmracter_tie: Repre_ltation by a single mzr_.

These tensions are computed from the water pressure and the mean
diameter during each test, taking the additional load into considera-
tion. The fon_u_ for the computation are for the lateral tension:

dW'
Ols" _

For the longitudinal tension:

Where d is the mean diameter, W the water pressure at the center
of the rhombus, ½H the water column beneath the rhombus (fig. 41),
Z the positive or negative additional load ÷ the weight of the base,
etc., of the cylinder.

In contrast to the procedure in obtaining the normal characteristic
the tensions computed are the true ones, not the true ones reduced
to the initial diameter. This difference in treatment follows immedio

[+| 1!
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ately from the difference in the nature of the phenomenon, and must
notbe neglected in applying the shear characteristic to the computa-
tion of the shear of the envelope in practice.

The average curves obtained in the way described from the hystere-
sis loops can be replaced by straight lines, even when the shearing
stresses involved exceed thelimits there proposed; we must, however,
employ the secant to the curve instead of the tangent at the point
of ]nflexion; the result is that the ordinates G (fig. 62) become.
smaller.

Figure 62 shows that the shear is in general smaller, the greater
the tensions. This was observed in Test VI (p. 182) with single-
layer fabric and there explained in part. The reasonong may here be
somewhat generalized. Form the resultant of the shearing stress
r and the longitudinal tension o_; the inclination of this resuItant to

G

_ b'$,, 200 _

°a zoo so o

Fie. _.--Te_ IX. Fae_r ehsz_',_'_le represented as family of c.urves (fsbrte 0),

the axis, which is the limit'tng value of the shear for a nonviscous
network, will for a given value of T diminish as o_ increases. The
practical shear will depend on the tension in the same way, since by
reason of the elastic forces and the viscosity it is always less than the
theoretical shear. In figure 63 the shear characteristic is represented
as a family of curves, this being a more suitable form for practical
application.

The change in diameter produced by the twist amounted to at,
most 0.5 per cent for a load of roughly 100 kg/m, the change in length
to 1.5 per cent. Hence the influence of shearing stress upon elonga-
tion and lateral contraction is much smaller than that of the tensions
upon the shear. In considering the deformations arising in practice
it may be neglected, all the more because, as indicated on page 191,
the shearing stresses are largest only where the bending stresses are
smallest, an_ vanish where the bending stresses attain the'tr maximum.
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(2. DEFORMATION OF THE ENVELOPE.

FO_S ACTING O_ THE ENVELOPE.

The envelope of an "airship undergoes both permanent and transitory
deformations. Only the former are to be considered in predeter-
mining the shape of the envelope. We theref?re ignore all aerodynamic

• forces and all forces due to the motors (motor_che Kr_fte) which
appear du_ring flight in a straight line or more particularly in a curve,
an(i consider the airship in equilibrium in a horizontal position.

The envelope is subject, first, to the pressure on thewa]ls. This in-
creases t practically uniformly from the bottom upward; the total
vertical component is equal to the total lift AV, A representing the
lifting power cubic meter and V the volume. The weight of the en-
velope and of all suspended loads form, together with the lift, a system
of forces in eq_brium.

The effect of the pressure and of the weights is to produce lateral
tension #1 lon_tudinal tension #:, and shearing stress .r upon every
area element el the envelope. The axial comt)onent of. th.e pressure
first produceslongitudinal tension. The distribution of this tension
over the circumference depends on the shape of the cross section.
If this were a circle, and if the pressure were every3vhere the same,
the longitudinal tension would be uniform. But the first supposi-
tion is only approximately true, the second not at all; hence the
uniform longitudinal tension is. complicated with ben d:ing stresses, so
that the point of application.of the general resultant of the longitudi-
nal tensions coincides with that of the general resultant el the forces
due to the pressure; hence the pressure alone tends to produce a
bending of the envelope.

The radial component of the pressure produc_es lateral tens.ion.
This_in conjunction with the suspended weight and the weight of the
envelope itself, is primarily responsible for the shape of the cross sec-
tion; hence the manner in which the load is suspended is of especial
im_mrtance.

ce, in general, the load is otherwise distributed over the length
of the envelope than the lift, additional bending moments arise. Con-
sequently, the longitudinal tension, which was nonuniform over the
circumference of the envelope by reason of the pressure alone, is still
further altered. Finally, the vertically ac "t_g loads are themselves
transmitted to the envelope by means of obliquely placed cords (sus-
pension, Ta_elu_)_ which produce forces paraUel to the axis which
likewise affect the longitudinal tension.

The equilibration of lift and weight throughout the length of the
envelope is performed by the shearing stresses.

THE PROCESS OF COMPUTATIOn.

Exact computation of the te.nsions and deformations at each point
of the envelope is impeded bythe interdependence of the two tensions
and of the sliearing stress which we have already studied. Further-
more, the cross section is circular only at the ends, deviating from
the circular shape in the region where the suspension is attached.

t Possibly a m_prlnt for '_decrea_s."--Translator.
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Fortunately, if exact computation is impossible, it is likewise
superfluous. For, in the first place, the internal pressure is subject
to variations about a mean dusting ._ht. In the second place, the
forces depend on the temperature of the air and on the barometer.
In the tKird place, it results from the viscosity of the fabric that a
given load does not determine the deformation uniquely, but rather
aetermines a range of possible values, the one value which the de-
formation actually assumes depending on the previous loads. Finally,
the fundamental determinations of normal and shear characteristic
represent only more or less close approximations to the true mean
values, because of the inhomogeneity of the fabrics. If now we
recollect that the purpose of these investigations was to enable us to
avoid large errors in the shape of the envelope, it is clear that in the
computations to follow the aim must be to obtain practical approxi-
matious by using methods as similar as possible to t-hose employed in
t_he construction of machinery.

For this reason we will neglect to a certain extent the interde-
Pmendenee of the individual stresses and separate the computation

to several independent parts. If first we ignore bending and shear-
ins stresses, there remain (asstresses of the first order of magnitude)
the lon_tudinal and lateral tensions due to an internal pressure
everywhere constant and of moderate amount. These arise when
the envelope is filled not with gas but with air, and its own welght is
neglected. These first-order tensions produce inerease in diameter
and decrease in length, which can be evaluated by means of the
normal characteristic. We then fill the envelope with gas of the
same mean pressure; these tensions are at first [z_t_c_t; may mean
to the first order of magnitude] _maltered. However, the moments
which now appear cause a bending of the envelope, which we compute
independently. In the same way we shall devote a third section to
the influence of shearing stress on the shape of the envelope. And,
while for these three separate investigations we assume circular
cross section, we take up m a fourth sect4on the influence of a devi-
ation of the cross section from circular form upon the bending of the
envelope.

DEFORMATION OF THE An_-FILLED, WEIGHTLESS ENVELOPE.

FUNDAMENTAL LAW OF DISTRIRUTION OF TENSIONS.

The determination of the normal tensions is a consequence of the
relation between pressure, tension, and curvature of an element of
fabric, dF (fig. 64). Let ds_, d_ be its length and breadth measured
along the principal directions [parallel ana perpendicular to axis of
envelope], PI, P_ the radii of curvature corresponding to these directions,
d@l,d4_2 the angles subtended by the arcs d_l, d_, at their centers of
c.urvatures; the condition of equilibrium between pressure and ten-
S1Ons lS

now

_d_, - &1 p2d+,- &,
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The sine of an infinitely small angle being equal to the angle, we
have

whence

]9"Pl'P2 ===0"1"P_"_"0T2"Pt

This equation alone is not sufllcient to determine either tension,
given the pressure; a second will be required. For example, if we
solve for a_

¢1 =PP_-_. = (Equation 6.)

If one tension vanishes, the other becomes a maximum:

¢-pp (Equation 7.)

The same thing happens when eitherradius becomes infinite,i.e.,
ifthe element dFlies on the surfaceof a cylinder or cone.

l_a. 64.--Relation between pm_are, tensions,
and curvature of a _ element.

I

Fla. 65.--The critical sh_r stres_

APPLICATION TO THE COMPUTATION OF THE CRITICAL SHEARING STRESS.

[Interpolated at this point.]

Let _ (fig. 65) be the direction of the fold appearing in a cylinder •
as a result of torsion; perpendicular to this _ection, the tension:
¢= = 0. Hence we have the case of equation 7:

¢=p'p

being the tension parallel to the direction m_--_, compounded from
• = and r, acting across unit length to the direction of dz, viz.

& -- 1 1

Ii_!Ii
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The radius of curvature, p, of the arc m---n is simpl_ the largest
radius of curvature of the ellipse made by the inte mectlon, with the
cylinder, of the plane cutting the cylinder at angle _ to the axis;
the magnitude of this, by a known formula, is

== P=a_lb'
where a R/_i_, [bf R
so that p - R/_n2_o
substituting into equation (7),

1 u

the solution of which is
e/¢_-Rp

[as may be seen by drawing the right-angled triangle whose sides

are _/¢_,_/_ [_, the angle adjacent to the first side being
_.--Transl.] Note that surface being cylindric (cf. bottom p. 208),

0"I - Rp

FIG. 68.--Longitudinal tension in a filled envelope.

then we obtain, as the (maximum) value of shearing stress, at which
folds make their appearance,

This equation is the one deduced on page 31 for an ideal network;
we now see that it is quite general and independent of the direction
of the threads, and would even be valid for a metal cylinder.

APPLICATION TO THE COMPUTATION OF THE TENSIONS IN THE

ENVELOPE.

The see_bnd equation required (cf. bottom p. 208) in computing the
tensions for a g_ven internal pressure is obt£med from the condition
for equilibrium among the forces parallel to the axis (fig. 66) :

IrR3p,,, - 2_rR. 0"2"tosS, _/ whence
0",= pmR /2cos8

_ apparently is mean p_._mre.--Tr_azL

29165%--S. Dec. 123, 65-2-----14
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8 being the angle between the axis and the tangent to the envelope
at the cross section AB where _j is evaluated. If this angle is O,
which takes place at the Cross-sectlon of maximum diameter, we have

el - ½ymR

t_ being thus determined, we can find t_ by means of equation 6, page
208. Here the radius of curvature p_is to be set equal to

P, ffiR. see8

PmR R PmR= / R \

For a cylindrical or conical envelope, P2 m _, hence

r_ _- 2qs - p,_R'sec$

In the case of the long and slender envelo .l_S, designed so as to
_e the air resistance, cos_ m nearly unity, and p, very. great
in comparison to R, so that we obtain a sufliczent approxunatmn
by supposing it in_nite: hence

• , - ytR ¢1" ½p_R nearly.

It is true that 8 becomes larger near the ends of the envelope, but in
these regions the bending mo.ments and sheari_, s,tress_..are so am.all,
that the approximation remains eatzsfaetory x.or me aun m quesuon,
viz., the de£ormination of the form of the elastiea.

DETERMINATION OF THE INC'_]BAS]_ IN" DIAMETER AND DECREASE IN

LENGTH.

• From _ and _I, by using the normal characteristic, it is possible to
evaluate the Is tdral dilation A_ and longitudinal contraction Al.

For the reasons explained in Test II, pages
--; 170-171, these values can be regarded only as first

approximations. However, by means of them

--G-- we may compute the values to a second approx-
imation. We ascertain the actual tensions in the

' _¢. _ deformed state, and express them in terms of the
undeformed dimensions by

_'_ ' ¢',- a,(1 +hd)(1 -_l), ¢',-_,(1 +_d)'

-_- __I and substituting these into the normal charac-
raG. 6_..--F_.t _d ,_d teristic, obtain a second, in every case sufficient,

_P_ approximation to the true lateral dilation and
kmgitudinal contraction.

If the envelope is made of transverse strips, the mean lateral tension
is, strictly speaking, diminished by the presence of the strengthening
seams. If successive strips overlap by z% at the seam, ¢_ should be
divided by the f_tor (100+z)/100. The same holds for the longi-
tudinal tension if the strips are parallel to the axis. This correction
may generally be omitted because of its slight influence upon the
final result. •



FIo. 68._Water-flIled miniature. Photographed from point k (see below),

Fro. 69.--Water-filled miniature. Photograph from point B (see below).
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B_r_o OF THE GAs-FILLED ENVELOPE.

THE NAVIER HYPOTHESIS.

In compn "ringthe bending of the envelope, we employ the methods
used in technical mechanics_or the bending of a straight rod, loaded in
its central plane, of symmetric cross section and variable moment of
inertia. The principle of these methods depends upon the Navier
hypothesis, viz, that plane cross sections remain plane after the
bending is e_ected.

11

I

" J I !_l t I [

! INl _. t /I I

_,1// "><" \.N I.,'
\i !/

In order to obtain an idea of the validity of the Navler hypothesis in
the ease of bent balloon envelopes, a miniature model 20 cm. in diame-
ter and about 150 cm. long was constructed from the three-layer fabrio
G; _aircles were drawn upon its surface, marking out the cross sections,
while it lay fiat a_d was filled oaly with air so that it was practically
undeformed; it was then suspended in the middle and filled with
water, acquiring thus a considerable flexion. (Figs. 68-69.) The
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pressure of the water was so ad]'usted that the lateral and longitudinal
tensions were equal to those in a nonrigid balloon of ordinary size;
the bending stresses, however, were decidedly greater, because the
suspension was applied only over a short portion of the model in the
center.

The model remained in the loaded state for three weeks, nearly
reaching a permanent value of the deformation.

The cross sections were examined by sighting along the margin of
a straightedge. Deviation from the plane would be expected near
the en_ts, if anywhere, but could not be detected at either end.
S]:tght deviations, appearing irregularly and of variable sign, are to
be ascribed to errors in repro<Iuoing the cross sections in the drawings,
which were made by hand.

From a single photograVh it is not possible to determine rigor-
ously whether any c_ross section i_s absolutely flat, except in the case
of the cross section 1.ying in the plane normal to the ax_s and passing
through the center of the camera l_ens_this, cross section, if l_lane,_ is
projected as a line in the photograph, the others as ellipses. In order
to carry out the verification for all cross sections_ it is desirable to
combine two photographs stereoscopically. This is shown in figures
70-71.

The model is suspended with its center over the oonter of a rec-
tangle XYVU and the camera placed at A in the prolongation of
YX and then at B, equally far out in the prolongation of VU. The
two photographs (figs. 68 and 69) are to be imagined as superposed
in fig:ure 70 (top). Their central points A and B(i. e., those i_ne-
diately behind the center of the lens during the taking of the phot?-
graphs) are easily found by examining the images of the rectangle
XYVUin the photographs. For, in the lower part of figure 70 (the
balloon and rectangle seen looking down from above), let usproject
the images in the image planes bb upon the object plane (Ob]e_tebene)
represented by the line UaXb in the lower diagram of figure 70 and
by the p_ane of the ]_aper in the upper diagram. Xa, Xb, etc., are
then the projections m the object pIane of the images of X on the
two photographs. Now the intersection of the lines X_Ya and
UaV_ is at the central point of the photograph from position A, as
just defined (i. e., lines parallel to the line drawn from the center of
the lens to the central point meet at infinity in the direction of the
central point).

If P is a point of the object, its images on the photographs will be
found at Pa and Pb- If now, on the superposed- photographs (top,
fig. 70) we draw the lines APa and BPb, they intersect at the point
where the image of P is to be located in the desired parallel projeo-
tion. Since'these lines may , and in general will, intersect at a small
angle, it is desirable to.shift the points Pa, Pb by the same amount a
along parallel lines, to locate the image of P once more in the same
manner, and then to verify the original location by drawing the line
from this image parallel to the direction PoP's, which should pass
through it.

The two photographs, figures 68-69, were treated.in t.his wa 7. In
order to make the highest and lowest points on the circumference.
clearly visible, bits of paperwere attached at the top and bottom of
the model, at each of the marked cross sections. In order to make
the drawings sufficiently accurate, the original plates themselves

_[| I:
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FIQ. Tl.--Investlgstion of the flstnem oft.he cro_ sections by means
of flgu_ _-69.
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(13 by 18 era.) were replaced by magnifications, in which the diameter
of the model appearedas 60 ram. Traces of both were made upon a
single sheet (fig. 71)__the photograph from point A in continuous
and that from point/_ in dotted curves. The process, the result of
which is represented in figure 71 for two cross sections, gave the same
result as the observations with the straightedge. No deviation in
either direction from the plane was to be observed with the magnifi-
cation employed.

It therefore appears permissible to assume the validity of the
Navier hypothesfs in the case of balloon envelopes.

THE RENDING MOMENTS.

The first stepin computing the bending is the plotting of the moments
acting upon the envelope in the form of a curve of moments.

If,_or every point along the length of the envelope, we subtract
the weight from the lift, we obtain the load curve, and _rom this, in the
known way, by double integration, first the shear curve and then the
curve of moments. In adclition to these moments of the vertical
forces we have two others (el. p. 207), viz, the moment due to the
pressure and that due to the suspension (Ta_du_y)

i I

Fzo. 72.--Momemt of the gM pz,,mm'e,

" The first of these is due to the fact that the pressure at a perpen-.
dicular distance y from the central plane of the envelope is equal
to the pressure in the central plane, Pro, plus the quantitr y Ay; the
moment is therefore equal to

2

2/a. .dF. Z/ iy.
O

For circular cross section, z_-

and Mo-fr' ,
integrating which: for the indefinite integral,

R' y _ R t

and introducing the limits of integration,

._o- 4 _rR'A

The moment of suspension (Ta_dung_no_,_$) for a cross section
AB will be defined, following page 207, as the moment of the forces
due to the suspension and acting parallel to the axis. Let T be
the force applied by means of a rope to the girdle at P, H the hori-
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zontal component of T, the distance of P from the neutral filament;
then the (finite) contribution of the rope at P to the moment of
susp_ensionis _MT- H. e, and the total moment of suspension at AB
is Mr m Z//. e, the summation extending from the end of the girdle as
far as AB.

If there are a large number of ropes attached to the girdle at vari-
ous points, or if instead of ropesthere is a continuous band of fabric,
the finite increment AM_ is to be
replaced by the differential dM,
and M_ becomes an integral. We
may first graph the horizontal com-
ponent of-the force due to the sus-
pension as a function of P, multiply
the value at e_ch point by the cor-
responding value of e, and by in-
tegration obtain the curve of the _a.r_-Ma_to_
moment of suspension.

While the moments due to the vertically hanging loads in general
bend the ends of the envelope upward, the gas pressure and the sus-
pension tend to produce the opposite effect; it is therefore the dif-
ference between the two sets of moments that determines the amount
of the bending.

v_ Bm_mm6 _smNs. ,

The bending tensions produced by the bending moments_ which
may be p.ositive or negative, are superposed upon the longitudinal
tension of the air-filled envelope, which is always positive. They are
related to the moments by the equation (cf. fig. 74)

thee development of this integral is most simply carried out under
e assumption that Hooke's law holds, i. e., that the modulus of

_ elasticity, E, expressed for fabrics in
a_-_-i ...... _-_ kilograms per meter, is the same for
-_2_'---_ ........ _ every point on the circumference. This
[ _, [.. [ / condition, as we saw from the normal

[ _v\ _v [ / characteristic, is not in general fulfilled.
-[..... _ ..... _ Yet the error which we make in assum-
e, l /I ing it is not inadmissibly great, provided
\ ] / [ that we evaluate E, which is t]ae slope

i ] [ of the extension curve, at the proper
_,.._J__ _ point on the normal characteristic.
_ -_ .... -_ With this provision we may continue
_Q 74. Bqmd_gtem_m.

" - the development of the above equation
as is done in the construction of machinery:

8-$ ._
henco _
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J is proportional to the moment of inertia of a curve, in this case that
of a circle about its diameter; this is a consequence of the fact that
the tension is measured per unit breadth of the fabric and has
nothing to do with the area of the cross section. In this case it is
equal to _R'. Hence we have, for the bending tension in the ex-
treme filament,

_ ,,_ = :]: Mb/ _rR 2

If the envelope is built up out of longitudinal strips, the moment of
inertia J is greater than TR s by an amount due to the strengthening
effect of the seams and depending on the amount of overlapping of
adjacent strips (cf. p. 210). In practice this correction amounts to
3 to 6 per cent and somewhat more at the ends, according to the way
in which the strips are cut.

THE FORM OF THE LINE OF CENTROIDS.

The equation of the line of centroids is

=/_ (Equation 8.)

As previously indicated, E is constant over a given cross section, but
not over the entire envelope. For each cross section we must find
the value of E, which on the no_mal characteristic corresponds to the
values sI and r_ of the normal tensions prevailing on that cross sec-
tion. In the case of the longitudinal tension regard must be paid to
the diminution of this produced by the SUSl__nsmn, which may alter
considerably the corresponding value of E. This phenomenon should
strictly be considered in evaluating the dilation and the longitudinal
contraction of the air-filled envelope; in practice, however, it is
permi_ible to ignore it until the evaIuation of g is reached.

Since E is now determined and the other two factors J and M_
are also determined, the curve of equation 8 can be plotted and the
form of the line of autroids established by two consecutive integra-
tions.

THE SH_RING OF THZ GAs-FrLLED ENVELOP_.

In the construction of machinery, it is customary, in treating the
case of beams of which the length stands in a certain ratio to the
width, to neglect the deformation due to shearing forces. This is dot
permissible in the case of balloon envelopes; the deformation due to
the shearing stresses is a considerable part of the total deformation.

THE DISTRIBUTION OF SHEARING STRESSES OVER THE CIRCUMFERENCE,

The condition of equilibrium among the bending and shearing
stresses acting upon the area element of the envelope which is cross-
hatched in figure 75, may be written:

2r'arl_fd,.d8

where ds-d_-_-_J. Mb, d Mb ffi V.dl
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and Vis the "shearing force" at the cross section in question. Sub-
stituting,

the quantity S is given by

= I"

and hence r by

lr . _V.
r--2T--_ 2R_" sma v-_ _n,a (Equation 9.)

attaining therefore its maximum value in the central horizontal
plane,

7 V

The same result may be reached in another way. In figure 7.6,
let m-m and _-n represent two cross sections separated by the
short distance dl; ima_ne the former displaced parallel to its plane

i/
¢ j

FIG. 7&--Re_.t|on between bending moment and _llearing st_s.

through a distance "z.dX by a shearing force V, this displacement
being measured relatively to the cross section n--n and at the center
of m-m; if we neglect the small complications introduced by tile
simultaneously affsing bending tensions, the displacement of any
point P on _-_ will be equal to the same amount, "_dl. For apoint
P, the radius to which from the axis makes an angle _ with the
vertical plane, this displacement has a radial component, _'dl'cosa,
and a tangential component, 7"dl'sina. Only the latter of these
produces a shearing stress in the fabric itself. Since mar/is a con-
stant, the shearing stress must be proportional to _/a_:

T == Tma,z'_n_

The shearing force exerted across an element of are ds, perpendicular
to the axis, is r'ds; this contributes a component

T'ds'_n_ --T._'ds'sin'_

to the total shearing force V, which is therefore equal to

V= r_fsin_a'ds ffir_l=fsina'dy
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Now _/na = z/R,

hence
V= _ _'fx'dV

The integral is simply the area rR _, of the circle shown in figure 76.

Hence V= r,_'TrR; r_ = V/rR
as above.

These two methods lead to the same result only when the cross
section is circular. The agreement is, in a sense, a confirmation of
the observations made on the miniature balloon (p. 58) verifying the
Na.vier hypothesis. The assertion is, that the change in the shape
of the cross section ordinarily produced when a rod is bent does not
occur when the cross section is circular.

FIG. _._g stresses over the clroum_er_nce of a cylinder.

The reasoning just developed in connection with figure 76 is also
valid if the cross section m-_ is taken in a coniealportion of the
hull. For, if each point P of the cross section (cf. fig. 77), is d_
Placed vertically by an amount _'dl, the tangential component of thissh ear will as before be equal to 7"_'_na, so that the dependence of
shearing stress on _ will _e the same as for the cylinder. Since the
circumference has as before the value g_R, the absolute value of r will
be equal to that at the corresponding point of the circumference of a
cylinder. The only difference between this case and that of the cylin-
der is, that to a distance dl measured along the axis of the envelope
corresponds a breadth of fabric equal, not to dZ, but to dZ/cos& so that
a given shearing stress produces a displacement of the cross section
greater in the ratio 1: cos_. This influence is, however, sufficiently
alight to be negligible, as when we were computing a, and a2 (p. 210).
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THE FORM OF THE CURVE OF SHEAR.

The angle 7, serving as a measure of the distortion of the ax_ due
to shear, is given by

r Tr'S (Equation 10.)

ff the cross section is circular, by
V

7 " G_R"
The modulus of shear is to be ascertained from the shear character-
istic, separately for each cross section, as in the case of the modulus
E. We can then plot 7 as a curve, and by once integrating this
curve, obtain the form of the elast_ca as it would be if onIy the shear

............. I.

\ i !

FIO. ?7.--Shy'In ! _ over the circumference of a cone.

were acting--what above was called the "curve of shear." The
equation oftt_ curve has the simple form,

Algebraic addition of the "deformations produced by bending and
by shear separately gives the actual deformation of the envelope,
and hence tile basis necessary for correcting it.

THE SHAPE OF THE CROSS SECTION" OF THE ENVELOPE.

The computations just given depended upon two hypotheses,
corresponding to the assumed condition in which the envelope was
filled with air, vis, 1, that the radius of curvature, and, 2, that thelateral
tension, are uniform over the entire circumference of each each cross

section. The first of these suppositions made it possible to simplify
the computations, the second made it permissible to assume a s_ng/e
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value of the modulus of elasticity and a single value of the modulus
of shear for the entire cross section.

As a matter of fact, neither supposition is quite fulfilled. There
are some cross sections for which the first is true, and others in which
the second is fulfilled, but none in which both are valid. The reason
is, that the pressure varies as we go from below upwards, while the
suspension tends to produce constrictions; the result is, that the cross
section becomes oval, the longer axis being as a rule vertical. The
influence of this phenomenon upon the line of centroids is indirect,
being due to the fact that an envelope of oval cross section opposes
to bending and shearin_ forces a resistance which is different from
and in general greater than, that presented by a cylindrical envelope_

THE FORCES ACTING ON THE CROSS SECTIO/ff.

In the Deutsche Zeitschrift f_r Luftschifffahrt (1912, p. 322), the
shape of the cross section is investi_ated_i_, by Prof. M. Weber, of
Hanover, with especial reference to Ritter's Ingenieurmechanik
(Hanover, 1876). His work relates to a special case, that in which the
lift and the weight are equal and opposite for each cross section indi-
vidually, so that neither shearing stresses nor bending stresses arise.
This is the case only for a few particular cross sections of an actual
envelope.

The general case is depicted in figure 78: We consider a ring or
annulus of fabric, of unit_breadth_ situated at an ,,arbitrary point oi
the envelope. Upon it act the following "external ' forces:

1. The internal pressure, p, measured in kilograms per square meter.
2. The weight of the fabric itself, per unit area, measured in kiloo

grams per square meter.
3. T_e force exerted by the suspension, To, having components T,,

_e longitudinal tension qz.4.
5. The shearing stresses r' and r2-
We are concerned only with the forces which exert a direct influence
On the lateral tension and upon the shape of the cross section.
nsequently we drop, first of all, the axial component T_ of the

force exerted by the suspension, and denote the r_ultant of T_ and
T z by 2'. The weight suspended directly from the cross section z
Q, Will be "equal to 2T_. Similarlyt we neglect the longitudinal
tension _2, for it has no effect whatever for cylindrical or conical
envelopes and only a very slight effect when the fabric has curvatures
differing from zero for two perpendicular directions (doppe[t g_t_lbt;
i. e. neither radius of curvature infinite, as in the case o_f a cylinder).
Furthermore, we drop the individual shearing stresses r_ and _,,
which are oppositely directed and in general di_erent in magnitude,
and insert the difference between the two, r,---_ a (neglecting the
moment of the pair); this difference we call the shearing stress r in
the ring itself, and the total resulting force we designate ]Sy the letter

V and call the shearing force upon the ring. The notation or_g_m.ally
employed for the absolute value of the shearing s_ess and s earing
force is thus transferred to the finite increments of these quantities.

Finally, it is possible to sin__plify the expression for the effect of
the weight of the envelope itself, Gu; this weight in practice amounts
to 10 or 20 per cent of the lift A.F. The weight per unit area, g, is
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resolved into a radial component g'cos= and a tangential component
_sina. The former is oppositely directed to the internal pressure at
every point on the upper half of the envelope, and directed in the same
sense as the internal pressure at every point on the lower half. Its
magnitude, being proportional to cosa, is a linear function of the
vertical cq_ordinate in the envelope when the cross section is circular,
and nearly linear when the cross section is oval. If we plot the
vertical coordinate as ordinate and the pressure as abscissa (fig. 78,
fight-hand side), and then. augment each abscissa by the corresponding
value of g'cosa, we obtain a straight line, dotted in figure 78. The
result is the same as if the original lift A were diminished by an

/ -:
..................-;LNJ----'Jr, :' -22.--

Fro. 7&--Forom noting ¢m tho _ section of the, onvtlopo.

amount Z/_, where R is the radius of the circle or (if the cross section
is not quitB circular) a mean radius; i. e, as if the lift A were replaced
by a li/t A', where

A J=A-_

The total lift or upward force upon the cross section F is therefore

A "F'A'F-_RTrRS-A'F-g_.R=A'F-½G _

As could have been foreseen, the integral of the radial component
g:.ds'cosa, taken over the entire circumference, is equal to one-half
the total weight of the ring.

The other lialf of ax is accounted for by the tangential component.
This component is proportional to the sine of a; it therefore depends
on a in the same_ way as does the shearing stress _, and its integral
corresponds to V. It may therefore be combined with the shearing
stress, the sum being a quantity proportional to sina, and the integral
of the sum being

V ' - V- ½G_.
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The sign of V is so chosen that Ir is positive when directed upward,
as is the lift A'F.

The weight of the envelope may therefore be allowed for in com-
putingthe shape of the cross section by subtracting one-half of it
{rom the lift an(i the other half from the shearing force. The original

Q + G_-A.F+ V

equation is therefore replaced by the new equation:

Q _A'.F+ V'

Hereafter, the urimes will be omitted and the "reduced" values
A', V', T' will be assiguated by the symbols A, V, _.

i ,

2"

F_ 79.--Fc_eeg M_ln$ _ the c_ m_an, as itmpllfled In ad]oin_ text.

FigtFe 78 may now be replaced by the simpler figure 79, in which
only the pressure, the shearing stresses, and the suspension forces
appe__. Three cases are to be distinguished: . .

1. No weights suspended directly from the cross section; the
entire lift must be baIanced by shearing stresses having a downward
resultant,

Q-O. A.F.. - V.

2. The weight exactly equal to the lift,

Q-AF. V-O.

3. The weignt either less than or greater than the ]fit; the differ-
ence" must be balanced by shearing stresses wire cownwara or up-
ward resultant. This is the general case.

FIRST CASE: SUSPENDED WEIGHT EQUAL TO ZERO.

The first case is that of the cross sections near the ends of the
envelope, except those at which the rudder or steering planes are at-
tached. Let us first suppose that the cross section is, and remains,

Ii| ]!
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circular, and upon this assumption compute the radius of curvature p
from the pressure p and the stresses _ and T. If p comes out equal to
R, the assumption will have been justified. In what follows, 6 rep-
resents the lateral tension _1, ¢_ having been omitted for reasons
p____ously explained.

The general equation for shearing stresses in a circular cross
section is equ. 9, p. 217, viz,

V s/n_
T == T.---_o

In the case the shearing force V upon the ring is equal to
the lift_ reset

V- A.fR s

hence

This stress is directed downwards. It is superpoeed upon the
lateral tension ¢_ in such a manner that the total-lateral stress, ¢,

/

$"XO. lO.--Relatlon between lateral tensl_ and shem.[ng rLTe_, ram..

pended weight zero.

increases steadily from the bottom to the top, passing through a
mean value ¢m at the center:

r

,o that

_.._± fAR.dy-_A.R.y

so that the lateral tension _ is a linear function of the vertical co-
ordinate. The extreme values are: At the top, _o=.#,_+AR_; at
the bottom, _,-_m-AR 2. The value at the center is the arith-
metic mean of these two,

o-,,,- ½(O-o+ o',).

The condition for equilibrium among the forces parallel to the axis is"

o"o+ _ - 2R'p.,
whence

#-p,.R+ARy-R(p._±Ay)-
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The radius of curvature is then, By equation 7 (p. 208), equal to

p:=: R(p_+Ay)=R
P . T=+.,ay

so that, in accordance with our assumption, all cross Sections of the
envelope to which weights are not directly suspended remain cir-
cular.

SECOND CASE: WEIGHT EQUAL TO LIFT.

The deduction due to Ritter and quoted by Weber, in which the
lateral tension is constant over the circumference, is here applicable.
For the sake of completeness, the essential part of this deduction is
here introduced.

-- u f/_ *_);'p-A',V _/t "..........// /_1'

......1
7"

I I,,/ m,,_i 7

i,! I t-" " "
...I !........_

I/
._7. ....... __l

"Fxo. 81.--_hape of the cross section whim weight and lift are equal.

_Q_A_o_s I_VOLW_G _TZ_ TZ_SZO_ A_r_ _XVS o_ CURVA_RE.

In figure 81 the cross section is represented in a Cartesian coordi-
nate system, the gas pressure being zero at all points of the =--axis.
The lateral tension, 6, at any point P, may be resolved into compo-
nents V and H, the magrijtudes of which are to Be found from the
conditions of equilibrium for the element of fabric OP:

. ,Ayo+Ay== A, i
V:f#.dz:A'.fydz, H-q.- tyo-y) _ _o-_tyo _y2).

The ratio of V to H is the slope of the t.angent to the cross section in
the vertical plane; since the ]_eight, _/, diminishes as x increases, the
sign must be reversed:

d.v V
tan

whence:

A 2

Ni t
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The mathematical development of this equation is carried out in
order to obtain an expression for the radius of curvature p; according
to Ritter, it is as follows:

Differentiating both sides, we have

A _ y d A

or

whence

_" ao-½X(y°'-y')

Substituting dy/dz_u, this equation becomes

du -A.y.(l+u')
"_ I=_o- ½A(yJ -y_)"

(Equation 11.)

Multiplying the left-hand side with 2u.dx, the right-hand side with
2dy, these-being equal by virtue of the above substitution:

dividing by (l+u')

2u.du- - 2A'y"(1 + u') dy
A 2

• .-_(yo -y')

2u'du_ - 2A'y'dy
l+u 2 A. 2 2'"

ao-_ _yo -y )

Now we have on each side a fraction, of which the numerator is the
differential of the denominator; integrating

log(l+ u 2)- - 2. log[_°- ½(yJ - y2)]+ q.

'At the highest point, 0, we have u-0 and y--yo. Hence

log 1 =- - 2 log(°o- 0) + q, or

C=-2 log a°
hence

o" 21 Z 2

log (i+ u2)= - 2 1% [_o-_ (yo -y )]+ 2 log ao
whence

(i+u')--F A[', 2,?
Lao-_£_o -Y )A

or

A 2 ao
a°- _(y. -¢) -_.

_--s. me. _. _-_--15
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Substituting these values into equation 11, above, we get

d,y. -A'y'O .

By virtue of the trigonometric formula

1
1_= _/1 + tan_- cos_

we obtain
-Ay

°'° "" _CO_ OC
d#

We now have the followinggeneral relation between the radius of
curvature p and the angle a (cf. fig. 82):

p.d,,-.&- &
C08 O.

_Xurthermore,

da
d(_ana) -_-_a

hence, substituting above,

whence

and substituting this into the second equation on p. 226:

% .. - A.y.p-- - p.p

From equation (7), p. 208, we have in general a - p'p, hence ¢- - Co-
constant.
The same procedure,is applicable to points PI on the lower half of

the circumference and leads to the same result. Dropping the nega-
tive sign, we obtain for the absolute value of the radiflfi of-curvature,

¢ a C

which is the equation of an equilateral hyperbola (fig. 81). At points
Z, where the suspension is attached, there are discontinuities of the
magnitude

T A'F F
p-pt-_-Zsine.A_ffi_. (Equation 12.)

Sup _pgsethe points Z to be moved downward, i. e., the girdle to be
attached lower down on the surface of the envelope; in the limit the
points Z reach the bottom, and we have a load applied at one single
point, viz, the lowest point of the cross section. In this case the
radii of curvature for the entire circumference are represented by a
single equilateral hyperbola.
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The result to which the above reasoning leads, viz, that the lateral
tension _ is uniform over the entire circuinference, was indicated by
the conclusion reached in the previous case (no load). For there
we found that the variations.an _ were due to the shearing stresses 7;
but these stresses vanish in the present case, the lateral tension being
balanced at every point by the internal pressure, which is directed
perpendicularly to the fabric. Consequently # can vary only in
• rection, not in magnitude.

r_B _c_cx_. DzTZam_A_oN o_ _ s_pz oF _E c_oss S_c_oN.

The equations just deduced do not completely determine the radii
of curvature in absolute magnitude for given values of pressure and
circ_nference, the value of the constant U
not being fixed so far. We may proceed _
by assi_in_ successive arbitrar_ values of _ !
(5_and =p-]_ai_ the corresponding hyper- _,ik ]

bol_ p'y= U, and then determinfng from _ \ = 'i
these the corresponding values of pressure /I "_ _
and circumference. These values may be / i _ \_-_
plotted as curves, from which the shape of ".__i _ _.._"_'_, !
cross section corresponding to given data ''- " _£'_x\ I

may be ascertained by interpolation.
This method is depicted in figure 83. "-

We begin with the limiting ease, m which _o. 8Z--R_tl_ t_ p_
the load is applied at the lowest point.

The hyperbolae plottedin the figure are those for which po---1,
yo=6.25, and po 1, _/o 3.71, respectively. An approximation to
the actual shape of the circumference is obtained by drawing arcs of
circles of the proper radii. The angle = is likewise introduced for pur-
poses of canJr6/e. It is determiner[ algebraically (fig. 81) as follows:

_° o*o

where ao-. A'yo'.Oo, po, so that

=YoPo

If = is positive for points on the envelope above the center, the
sign is to be reversed for points below. Thus, for the lowest point
of the cross section shown on the left corner of figure 83, we have

3.71=-0.716 _
- 1 =i 0.782.cos ¢,.== 2"3"71

In this manner we obtain a family of cross sections, apparently
corresponding to various values of the internal2_ressure bat to only
a single value of the curvature at the top. The family, however
represents all possible cases; for all cases in which yJ?/o, and, there-
fore, p_]po, have the same value, give similar shapes for the cross
section, [. e., shapes deviating in the same way from the circle. The
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value of the ratio P,/Po varies in practice from one-third to two=
thirds.

The deviation from the circle is given with sufficient exactitude
for practical work by the ratios of the height H and the breadth B
to the diameter D of a circle of equal perimeter, together with the
value _ of the angle a at the lowest point. These three quantities
were determined from the cross sections plotted by the method just
described--four in all--and are graphec[ in figure 84 (upper part)
as functions of the ratio pJpo. In the same figure are graphed the
ratio of the radius oo to D, the ratio of 9u to D, and the ratio of the
"elevation of the back" ?/o-Ym to D.

The ratio of pressures _/Po is chosen as absci_a, b_a .use the value
of this ratio corresponding to any prop.osed, values of di. am.eter and
internal pressure may be found immedmtely, so that l_ is easy co
ascertain the shape of cross section corresponding to the proposea
conditions.

'
Fro. 83.

The shape of cross section in the case where the suspension is
attached higher up on the envelope can be deduced from the limiting
case just (_iscussed. To every mode of suspension (Tak.elun. gJ
corresponds a value of the "suspension ratm (Takelungsv_td_ltn_s),
denoted by u and defined as the ratio of the length of the curve

OZU to that of the curve-plus-straight-line OZL. =(Fig_81..) .
When the load Q is applied at the lowest point, u 1. In the other

extreme case, viz, that m which the suspension is attached at the
two ends of the greatest horizontal breadth of the envelope and the
directions of the two forces applied at these points ifitersect at

infinity, u- 0. All the possible cases lie between these two e.xtreme,_
In figure 83 we see the shape of cross section mr me case m wmc

the ratio of suspension (Umfangsvert_ltnis, here doubtless meant for
Talcelung__erh_ltn)s) is taken equal to 0.733. The upper half of the
envelope has the same shape as in the previous case where _- i,

Ii| !
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since it corresponds to the same hyperbola as before (e. g.,to that
for which po=l, yo=3.71, in the 16wer half of fig. 83). We next
make a provisional estimate of the positions of the points Z, U,
and L, and verify it as follows: The area ½F comprised within the

+-_

I

1 I

1_o. 84.---Cee_elenta of c_ee section as functions of pressure and suspension ratio.

curve 0 MZ UO, of which the part above Z is known and the part
below Z is so far only guessed, is measured with the planimeter,
the sine of the angle e (for which a provisional value has likewise
been assumed) is determined, and so also is the height y, which in
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this case is equal to 1.866. From these three data we find, by
means of equation (12), page 226, the value of the difference p-p_
between the two radii of curvature at the point of discontinuity Z.
This gives the second hyperbola; from this we plot the curve for; the
lower part of the cross section, and find out by comparison whether
it agrees with the curve assumed. (As a rule, two corrections are
sufficient to make the agreement satisfactory.)

The "coefficients of tl_e cross section," viz, the angle and the five
ratios defined on page 228, are then redetermined for the value u _-
0.733, and plotted as functions of p,/po in figure 84 (center) ; note
that the angle o_ is here replaced by the angle _. As seventh co-
efficient there is introduced the ratio of the vertical distance from
Z to the top of the envelope, to the quantity D previously defined;
this distance is denoted by yo-y,.

The second limiting case, that in which _-O, is also shown in
figures 83-84. It now becomes possible to graph the coefficients as
ftmctions of the two variables, pressure and the suspension ratio,
simultaneously, i. e., as surfaces in three-dimensional coordinates.

X

2

oz

x,

L
/ r

_?z;-

FIG. &5.--Height and bn_adth of cross section as functions of pre.qsure and suspension ratio.

The surfaces representing the deviation of the height and the breadth
from the values they would have if the cross section were circular
are shown in figure 85. It is obvious that the greater the pressure,
and the higher up the points at which the suspension is attached,
the less is the deviation from the circle.

THIRD CASE: LOAD GREATER OR SMALLER THAN LIFT.

This is the most general case. It is compared.with the special
cases I and II in figure 86, representing the lateral tension and the
radius of curvature as functions of the vertical coordinate. In case I,
the radius is constant, and the tension increases uniformly from the
bottom upward, proportionally to the pressure. In case II, the
tension is constant over the back (i. e. above the girdle) and constant
over the belly (below thegirdle), while the variation of the radius is
determined by the equiIateral hyperbohv. In case III we dis-
tinguish between IIIa, in which th/_ load Q is less than A. F, and
IIIb, in which it is greater than A.F. In the former case, the tension

11II!
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attains its maximum at the top. and its minimum at the bottom;
in the latter, it attains its maximum just above and its minimum
just below the girdle; and in neither case is it a linear function of
the vertical coordinates. The curve representing the radii of curva-
ture is made up of two arcs, which in II.Ia lie between the hyperbolze
of I and II, and in IIIb lie beyond that of II; these arcs are not
themselves hyperbolte.

It is clear that case HI can not be treated in any simple way. It
would appear best to employ a method of successive approximations,
by maldri_ a provisional assumption as to the shape of the cross
section; it is to be expected from case II that the curves forming the
cross section will be very similar to arcs of hyperbolrv--and then

_la. 86.--Teflon and radius of e_rvature as functions of the vertical Coordinates. (Cases I, II, III.)

_ provisional assumption as to the distribution of shearing stresses
p. 217), which depends on the difference (Q-AF); the value of the

internal pressure being given, we may compute the lateral tension
¢ at each_ point of the circumference, and finally the radius of curva-
tu{e a. If the values of p so computed agree exactly with the assumed
values, the ass.umed shape of cross section was correct; otherwise, the
_oseness of the agreement indicates the approach to correctness of
the assumptions, and may be used to guide the process of second a_
proximation. This procedure, however, is very circumstantial and
tedious, and, as will-be seen in the next section, may be evaded by
an interpolation scheme.

INFLUENCE OF THE SHAPE OF CROSS SECTION ON BENDING AND SHEAR.

The purpose of our investigation of the shape of cross section was,
to_correct our previous computations of bending and shear. The
influence on the bending is due to the change of the" moment of"
inertia J, in the equation

d__l_ (Equation 8, 216.)1_ P"
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the influence on the shear is due directly to the change in J/S in the
equation

V S
7==_ 2--J (Equation 10, p. 219.)

where _ represents the moment of half the circumference, with
respect to the horizontal axis through the center of the cross section.

The values of J and S may be determined graphically from the
shape_ of the cross section (fig. 83) precisely as were the height and
breadth (H, B), and may be plotted as functions of two variables,
pressure and suspension ratio. This is done in figure 87. The two
surfaces represent the percentage change .in J and in J/S, their
values for circular cross sections being taken as unity; they give
a good idea of the influence of the shape of cross section on bending
and shear.

_o 4a o,_ _ o_e 1 o

J_X

$ _"

Fzo. 87,--BendlDg and ahear as functions of pnm_.w and suspension ratio.

PRA(YrICAL APPLICATION OF THE COMPUTATIONS OF BENDING

SHEAR.

As a rule, a balloon has only one value of the suspension ratio _,
this value being determined by the distance of the car from the envel-
ope. Consequently, it is necessary to take only a single curve from the
surfaces of figure 87. On the other hand, it is desirable to know, for
any given value of _, the influence not only of the ratio of pressures
pJPo but also of the "ratio of loads" QJAF. An idea of the_ast may
be gathere d from the two following points:

1. If Q/AJ_" _ 0 (first case) AJ and A(J/S) are zero.
2. If Q/AF 1 (second case) AJ and A(J/S) aregiven by figure 87.
3. In the third place, if the load is increased indefinitely the cross-

section will contract into a vortical line of length _rR, andJ and J/S
will approach asymptotically to definite limits.

Consequently, if we plot the quantities AJ and A(J/S) as functions
•of the ratio of loads, x= Q/AF, the two curves have these character°
istics: they pass through the origin z=0, _/=0, through a known
point z J 1, _/_ 5, and approach asymptotically the straight line y-- _.
Furthermore, it is cert_n that J and S are monotonically increasing
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functions of Q. Hence, if we draw through the two known points
and onward toward the asymptote a curve which is everywhere
concave downward and rising, without points of inflexion, this curve
will be a close approximation to the actual curve, especially as values
of the variable z as great as or greater than 3 are hardly ever attained
m practice. The simplest equation for such a function is

a'b'z
Y- (a- b) + b'z

which may be interpreted as follows: The straight line which has the
equation

.. a'b'z
--OXmY (a-b)+b

is deflected downward by the introduction into the last term of the
denominator of the factor z, and approaches the asymptote y- a as z
increases indefinitely.

.¢" .a-b_
-b/+Sar

lira. _.--Methcd for interpolating for the co-
e_ctent8 of _ _ctlon.

•r TM

Fie. Sg.--IAmiting sha_
of cro_ k_ion for fn-
finitely _'eat lt_l.

This simple assumption enables us to escape the tedious scheme of
successive approximations explained on page 231. The limiting
values of J and J/S are determined as follows (cf. fig. 89) :

+ _R
J

J,_ -- J2.y2.dy - r_l_
,_R --d-
2

Since the moment of inertia of the circle, Jo, is equal to _]P, the
quantity Jmaz is equal to

_r2
J_ g-J0 1.645"J0

i. e.,

maximum _J- 64.5%
Likewise
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hence
J_ 2

while for the circular cross section we have (p. 66)

,7o 1 n

hence
4Jo Jo

._ - _.w - 1.333-_
,,-,ma_ _ _o _o

(A_J_,n_- 33.33 %

These are the limiting values by the aid of which the functions y

!p_ 233) arc to be computed; the computation is made for the valueu 0.733 and for various values of the ratio P,J?o, and the curves

o!
1 J # •

-!

_' 2 J

Fzo. 90.-.Chanp in J and ,7/8 to be r,sod in correot_ i computations of bending and shear,

t

so computed are shown in figure 90. These curves give directly the
corrections to be applied for various values of the pressure and the
load, and are adapted for immediate practical use.

D. SPECIMEN COMPUTATION OF THE DEFORMATION OF AN ENVELOPE.

The followingspecimen computation is intended to serve the con-
structor as a concise summary of the individual computations neces-
sary to determine beforehand the deformation t9 be expected with a
given envelope (the theory of the last section being always presup-
posed),these-being arranged in what is the most practical and con-
venient order. At certain places it will enable him tojudge to what
extent it is permissible for him to simplify the procedure, consider-
in.g the accuracy of the data at his command. TI{is being the p_u_ose
of the present specimen, it is made general enough to include alI the
separate computations heretofore explained, but otherwise as simple
as possible.
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It is required, to ascertain the deformation of a nonrigid balloon of
12 meters _ (symbol used in the original; probably means diameter.--
Transl.) and 80 meters length, there being no loadexcept the envelope
itself and the car (i. e. no balloonets, rudders, ropes (Fesselung) etc.).
The car is suspended from two straight bands 40 meters long (Take-
lungs_ete) (cir. fig. 92); the individual forces (i. e. presumably those
exerted along the individual ropes) are all equal and uniformly dis-
tributed along the length of the belt (cf. fig. 78) and their directions,
prolonged backward, intersect in one point A for the forces applied
to one-belt, and in one point B for the forces applied to the other.
These points A and B appear in the cross-section diagram shown in
fig__re 92; in the longitudinal-section diagram of the same figure one
is directly behind the other at C. The suspension ratio is put equal
to 0.733; the lift A to .1 kilogram per cubic meter; the mean pressure
p_to 30 millimeters of water; the weight of as quare meter of the
fabric to 0.5, the fabric being supposea to be diagonal doubled and
to be attached to the envelope in longitudinal strips.

The following dat_ are supposed to be known: The normal char-
acteristic of fabric F of the table (cf. fig. 54, p. 197), and the shear
characteristic of fabric G (fag. 63, p. 205) this characteristic not being
known for F.

The computation is divided into five sections, corresponding to
figures 91 to 05.

I. INCaF_Sm IS D_AMmrE_ A_X, DECREASE IN LENGTH.

1. Compute the normal tensions, to first approximation, by the
rough formula (p. 210)

t

1
or1=p,nR approx. ,_m_p_R approx. (a)

likewise by the exact formula (pp. 208-209)

2. Determine, from the normal characteristic (fig. 54), to first
approximation, the values of the increase in diameter and decrease
in ,ength corresponding to the values of the tensions just computed,
both By (a) and by (b); Adjs to be determined from the diagram for
the woof, AI from that for the warp.

3. Compute the normal tensions to second approximation from the
original values computed by (b), and the new values of diameter and
length, using the formul_ of page 210:

• _r'_=o'_(1 +/Xd)(1-- _l) o",=0",(1 -I- _d) _ (¢)

4. Determine the increase in diameter and decrease in length)_(dtosecond approximation.
5. Determine from Ad and A1 the final form of the air-filled hull.
In figure 91 the results of these computations are designated by the

corresponding letters. Thus, the four curves marked a, going from
top to bottom, represent successively the first-approximation corn-
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utations of the lateral and of the longitudinal tensions, of the
crease in diameter, and of the decrease in length. The continuous

curve at the top represents the first or initial form, the broken curve
the final form. Ttze final form as found by the first approximation
differs only slightly from that as found by the second approximation.

\!

.J.11'.-- -.-.
III I "x I
--+ I ...-4-r_, ---+--- .... -F--.-_._ \ I

II!.#_ , t \, '/" I _

•_I I " I. • I

I I \.. t

I I i I

a-m+ !1 I I

_ 1 I _..,,i '+ -..4 t

•- I I../." ,_,,m,_.,.+ _,I"_.. I

FIo. 91.--Increase of diameter and decrease of length in the specimen computation,

In general it will be sufficient to determine Ad and A1 to the first
approximation, employing the values of _ and _ found by the rough
f6rmulm (a).

The exact formula _or the lateral tension has discontinuities at the
points where p_ is discontinuous, but these are rounded off by the
natural operation of the deforming forces. (Cf. fig. 51.)
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II. THE BE_'D_G FORCES.

1. Compute the weight of the envelope, G_, in ki]ogram._ per meter
length.

2. Plot this as a function of the horizontal distance from one end
of the hull; plot the lift, .A'F, as a function of the same thing; the
area between the curves gaves the weight of the car)

FIo. _J.--Tho bending forces in the speehnen computation.

3. Determine, for I'o s 1 (ef. fig. 78), the magnitudes of the hori-
zontal and vertical components, T s and _, of the suspension force,
and plot these as functions of the same variable (these curves are
not shown in fig. 92).

4. Plot the curve Q ffi2Tt as function of the same variable, the
scale be'_mgso chosen that the sum of all the Q's comes out equal to
the weight of the car as previously ascertained. The upper, nearly

I 'i_ ordinat_ for a avappeQr to be drown from the _ (.--GB)_ _ Ike.--'l_nmsl.
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triangular part of the heavy curve repre.sen.ts .the load curve,
Q÷_u-A'F. (G_isgraphedm fig. 92 as if mtrmsmal]y negative.-
Transl.)

5. Compute the ratio Q/AF, for subsequent use in correcting the
values of J and J/S (p. 232). The effect o_ the weight of the envelope
in decreasing the value of AFby ½Gu (p. 221) needs to be considered
only when the pressure is small and when the suspension belt is
low down. (See fig. 87, p. 232.) .....

6. Plot the horizontal component I_, using the true scale, an(1 by
inte .grating the curve obtain the horizontal force _due to the sus-
pension.

7. In figure 91, determine the diminution of the longitudinal
tension by the horizontal force due to the suspension (p. 216, top). (d).

8. Correct the previously de.termined value .of the increase in
diameter, in preparation for further correction when Z_J and A(J/S)
are found. (d)

(The letter d refers to curves in fig. 91; the new value of the decrease
in length is also plotted there.)

HI. StarRInG FORCES Am) Mom_wrs. (Fig. 93.)

1. By integrating the Ioad curve (fig. 92) the curve of the shearing
force Vis obtained.

2. B.y integrating the curve of IT, the moment My of the vertical
forces m obta_med.

3. Compute the moment of the gas pressure by the formula (p. 214)

4. Compute the moment of suspension MT (p. 214) by multiplying
the horizontal component Ts at each point of the belt by the vertical
distance from the 1)elt to the central fine of the envelope (2.6 meters,
fig. 92)j and integrating_ along the belt.

5. Obtain the resultant moment M_ by subtracting (M_+M_)
from My.

IV. Ts_ BENDnCG. (Fig. 94.)

1. Determine, from the normal characteristic (fig. 54) the modulus
of elasticity for the values of the normal tensions as given in figure 91
(in fig. 94, the modulus is computed for the tensions as determined
by (a_ and as determined by (d), and the curves are marked by the
corresponding letters).

2. Determine the moment of inertia for circular cross section, using
the formula J- TRa (p. 216), and employing the increased radius taken
from figure 91; in addition, the following corrections are to be made.:

Correction for the strengthening effect of the seams (p. 216; esti-
mated as 5 per cent).

Correction for the increase in diameter due to the horizontal force
due to suspension, corresponding to the expansion curve (d) in figure
91.

Correction for the change in shape of cross section, made by means
of the diagram of figure 90 (p. 234); the value for the ratio of loads,
Q/AF, being taken from figure 92, and that for p_//_o computed from
the diameter and the given value (30 ram. of water) of p=.
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3. Form the quotient Mh/EJ, and thence, by two integrations,
first the curve representing the tangent _ (slope of) the line of cen=
troids, and then the line of centroids itself.

In f_m-e 94 the .curves are drawn twice; onc_ (continuous curves)
using the "uncorrected" values of E and J, viz, those computed from
the rough values (a) of the tensions and the formula J mrRS; and

'_o

$-

o

_.=

_=

Zo

¢

8o

0-

f
I J Y/

IX \1 l ///,,

! \ i / ._,l
,,. ! , ",,.4.../' ,,,_K,
_t I _ I

a.,m_
"',L_k../

FIG. _.---Shear_g forces and moments tn the spee_ computation,

once (broken curves) using the ' 'corrected" values of E and J, com-
puted from the more exact values (d) of the tensions and the correc=
tions to J,. above described.

Com.parmon shows that the "uncorrected" .values of the !ast-
named quantities differ considerably in some cases from the cor-
rected" values, so that if the corrections to E and J are neglected
the result may be seriously in error; even though the three correc-
tions to J appear separately to be very slight. Especially important
is the correct determination of E. Strictly, E should be subjected
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to a further correction not heretofore mentioned; the distinction
between first approximation and second appro .xHnatlon v_ues, of

the-normal tensions (pp. 171,210) should apply also to me oe.no_g e
stresses. This correction is worth making, however, only if t e
determination of the normal characteristic can be made free from
arbitrary interpolations (cf.pp. 197, 199) ; considering what is said
on page 47, this seems quite feasible.

FIG. 94.--The bending lu the specimen computation.

V. Tmn SH_R _ TH_ R_.su_v_rr (Fn_AL) FORM.

( F'q{._.)

1. Determine from the shear characteristic (fig. 63) the modulus
of shear, G, for the values of the normal tensions taken from figure 91.
(Curves a and d, fig. 95, represent G, thus computed from the rough
values (a), and the exact values (d), of the tensions.J
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2. Determine the value of J/S for circular cross section from the
formula (p. 219):

J _R
_,--_

and as in figure 94 apply the corrections.
For the e_ect of the seams, curve (5).

_i_ d,,t,,,. G _

.° .

I ' 1
1

_.,-_,. ..... "_--- _ I .
• _! _._ _. __

! ! \i
I

i | I

] "_. ,4 " I,/

I"

!

i. I

i

I

i T
t uLu.uu,_..lO_Ll_lll,llSOlSli_. _DLlnpWl_: GLU'VeOIIJ_WL'.)

For the increase in diameter, due to the horizontal force due to
sUS;oenSion curve (c).

r the change in sha_e of cross section, curve (d).
3. Evaluatethe quantity (p. 21g).

"r _,x_
2916_°--S. Doe. 123, 66-2----16
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and thence, by a single integration, find the curve of shear. Here,
as previously, two curves have been drawn for each of the quantities
plotted, one curve for uncorrected and the other for corrected values.
The difference is distinctly less than in the last case, because the
corrections to G and to J/S influence the final results in opposite
senses. The statement just made about E applies also to _.

4. Add the bending and the shear (carried out only for the cor-
rected values).

5. Plot the angle made by the plane of the cross section with the
vertical, this be_ equal to the angle whose tangent is the elope of
the line of centroids. (Fig. 94.)

6. Having plotted the fine of centroids, draw outward from it, in
the planes o_ _he_cross sections, lines equal to the radii of the envel-
ope as given in figure 91 ; connect the extreme points of these lines
by a curve, thus obtaining the outline of the enveIope in its final form,
as seen from the side.

E. STUDY OF A MINIATURE LOADED IN AN ESPECIALLY SIMPLE
MANNEIL

Certain measurements were made upon the miniature previously
used in investig.ating the planeness of the cross sections (p. 58), these
making it possible to form an idea as to the extent of the agreement
between the actual deformation and the deformation as predicated
from the normal and shear characteristics.

DESCSXFHON OF THE _ODEL AND THE MANNER OF LOADING.

The model was 1.5 meters long, and consisted era cylindrical
central piece of 200 mm. _, with a hemispherical forward end and
a gradually tapering rear end. It was made by sewing together six

similar strips (I-VI) of fabric G_, overlapping
___ } each other by 9 ram.; rubber tubes were attached

| wf I _ wl at the ends, and along each side a row of tan-
|7 [ _ [ gentially attached double loops (Doppe_sc_ufen)
_'--._.j _ by which to suspend it.

--_---_-- t_- On the surface was drawn a rectangtdar net-
i ._"_ work of lines; 12 meridian lines, made when the
_'_._v/zr strips were cut out, and 17 transverse lines, made

by rotating the model as in a lathe while a rig-
. _" .. . idly fixed pencil was held against it.

_Q_tu_-_ " _ (l_he mean pressure inside the model was made
equal to 3,000 ram. of water, first by filling it

with air and then by filling it with water. During the first
tests, the bending and shearing forces were n egligi'ble; this state
is attained, when the model is filled with air, simply by sup-
porting it at the two ends (fig. 97), the weight el the model
beingvery small; when it is filled with water_-the suspension is
attac'ned at all the different loops (fig. 98). Thus the conditions
assumed in the discussion of page 207 are realized. During the
second series of tests, the suspension was attaohed only at the four
middle loops on each side; bending and shearing forces then make
their appearance, and the conditions are similar to those in the case
of the gas-filled envelope. The reaction of the suspension is evenly
distributed among the eight loops by means of a system of equal-

_lii-J-_-



Fxo. 9?.--Miniature balloon, filled with air, mounted so as to permit rotation.

FIG, 9$.--Mlniature balloon, filled with water, suspended so as to avoid bending.
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FIG. 99.--_iniature balloon, bent, after 24 hours.

2,2_

F:o. lO0.--Miniature balloon, ben L alter three week_.
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armed levers. (Figs. 99 and 100.) The excess of weight of the
forward half over the rear half is balanced by a 2.5 kg. weight
attached at the rearmost loop.

The intervals over which the various types of load were applied,
and the times at which the various measurements were carried out,
are shown in figure 101.

Twzsrr_a OF T_E MI_TUR_..

The amount of twist was determined by measuring the vertical
distances m and _, from a fiat surface to two points at opposite
ends of a diameter, as depicted in figure 102. Three such pairs of

m u _ pemit
d k,ndk!

Fro. 101.--Duration of loading
and time of measurcments.

Fxo. 102.--Me_urement of the twist of the
model

FXG. 103.--Relatinn between
of twist and angle of shear. _e

amd

measurements were made upon each cross section, the three diam-
eters making angles of 120 ° with one another, and the six points
consequently lying upon six different strips of fabric. The mean
value of e determined from these three pairs of measurements is
plotted in figure 104, each vertical line correspondin_to one of the
17 cross sections marked by transverse lines; (9 is taken as zero at
the ninth (oentral) cross section, The angle of shear is given by

=de. _--

as may be seen from figure 103.
The angle _ in the present case is only slightly greater than 10

(of. figs. 35 and 38, for 7-45°). Nevertheless, the twist (_ which it
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produces is so considerable Cm our case, equal in all to about 11 °)
that in long airships with several cars it may'be the cause of decidedly
troublesome phenomena, and even in short airships generally makes
it necessary_ to change the positions of the rudders and steering
planes (Ruder und Richtflossen).

INCREASE IN DIAMETER AND DECREASE I1_ LENGTH.

The increase in diameter and decrease in length were determined
three times--twice with the model supported without bending, once
with the bent model--by measuring t_e distances between pah:s o[
meridian lines and of transverse lines. The points plotted in
figure 105 represent mean values, averaged from observations on

_eflm _ J

.... aJqleddmr _

S 7 ,P' t/

Fla. 104.--Twisting of the nflnlature.

four to five strips. The curves show, in the first place, that the
deformation is not completed for _a long time. T__e longitudinal
contraction as observed at the time of the second set of measurements

is not ]plotted, as the curve came very close to the curve obtained in
the third set, and would have made the diagram unclear.

In the second place, we observe a considerable variation of the
amount of the deformation from place to place along the length .of
the evelope. Since the same oscillations o[ the curve appear in all the
curves at the same places, they must be due to inhomo_geneities in
the fabric itself. It follows that the "many-cross method': is the
most suitable for determining the normal characteristic, and that the
results it gives are better, ttie greater the number of the individual
points. In figure 105 the theoretical values of the quantities hd
and h/, determined to second approximation from the normal char-
acteristic (fig. 58) are graphed with broken lines.

[[_ I]]
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In figure 106, the decrease in length of four individual strips (I-IV),
as determined in the third set of measurements (e.) is plotted in four
curves, the mean decrease being plotted as a fifth. The magram gives

_X
" 7. [

._ _-7_ _=_
!

/
/A

\
0

z_
tn_lqnm _ 3 S _ 9 _ -_ 15

Im

lrlo. 108.--_ in diameter and decrease in length of the mintstu_. Lettering as in the dis-
gram of figure 101.

_goou picture of the way in which bending takes place; it shows
ow the decrease in lengtJa is greatest on one side and least on the

other, on which it may even "be changed in sign and appear_s an
increase in length (this portion of the curves in question is cross-

I

. ! _::::::

_ °_° "_'"

\!

fm

_o. 106,--_ in length of the s_x individual strl_ of the miniature due to bending. In the
center, the mean value, from figure 1_.

hatched). Hence'it gives an idea of the change in shape of the
cross section, which is of importance in determining the correct
value of the modulus of elasticity E from the normal characteristic.
(Damit h_szt _ den Umfang der Form_nd_rung fi_r ]eden Qur_chni_
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erkennen/ der fiSr die passende Wah_ des E'lastizit gtsmoduls E aus der
Normalcharacteristik van Bedeutuni! ist. )

A change in length becomes definitely an increase in the vicinity
of the head of the balloon. This is because the model is made of
only six strips, so that the head, instead of being a perfect hemi-
sphere, is more like a hexagonal pyramid, and the central lines of the
strips (along which the change m length is measured) are too short
in comparison with the seams, so that an unduly large longitudinal
tension fails upon them. In actual balloons there are 30, 40, or
more strips, and this phenomenon does not appear.

THE LINE OF CENTROIDS AND THE CURVE OF SHEAR.

The final form of the model, after three weeks of loading, was
determined from the photographs (fi_. 68-69) which had b eenused
previously to test the validity of the Navier hypothesis. In figure
107 the contours of both photographs, enlarged And made according
to the principles given in connectlon..with figure 71, are reproduced.
By bisecting the successive transverse tines ana connecting me porous

I

J
iM

I
i

totem s(_

FIG. 107.--Bending and shearing of the mlniatu_,_, determined from the photograpl_ of figures 68-69.

with a curve, we obtain the fine of centroids of the model (approxi-
mately). The shape of this curve is the.same in both _agrams.

The cross-section planes are determmeo_.Dy me m_s oi paper
attached to the back and to the bottom. If, now, starting Irom _a

and going in each direction, we draw a curve intersecting all the
cross sections at r_ht angles, this curve enables us to separate the
effect of pure bending from that of shear.

The position of this curve is different in the two photographs.
This difference is partly due to small deviations from exact parallelism
of the two photographs, but principally due to the twisting of the
model; the l_its oirpaper are glued exactly upon the top and bottom
meridian lines, participate in the twist of the miniature, and con-
sequently do not remain in the object plane (fig. 70, portion marked
"Grundriss"_" this chanaes the apparent angles of the cross sections.
The phenomenon is especially clear in the upper ph?tograph toward
the tail; the curve in question at tirst departs from the central curve
and then approaches it again. Obviously, the u_pp_r photograph
(taken from the head end, cf. pp. 211-212) gives me oetter approx-
imation near the head and the lower photograph (taken from the tail

F[i V
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end) is better near the tail. However, since the absolute value of
the shear is small and the determination by this method not suffi-
ciently exact to make conclusions from either photograph alone
reliable, the mean between the values obtained from the two photo-
graphs is employed in the computation.

COMPARATIVE COMPUTATIOI_.

The computation of the form of the line of centroids is carried out
in figures 108, 109, and 110. It is simpler than the specimen com-
putation (p. 234) in three respects:

1. The weight of the envelope can be neglected, for it amounts to
only 1.2 per cent of the weight of the water.

 il-- I

r_ ¢,_,_)

f

0- i

n ,V

I ' !_ I I

I r
I .

I i

_ I I I

I
I i

I
I

Fio. 108.--Chan_ in shape of the min_ture. The load.

2. The forces due to the suspension are entirely vertical. The
moment of suspension vanishes; so does the decrease in longitudinal
tension due to the horizontal com.ponent of the suspension _orces.

3. The ratio of suspension u is equal to zero, and the ratio of
pressures "P_/Po =0.935 _l, nearly. Hence the correction of J and
J/S (fig. 87) is unnecessary.

The strengthening effect of the seams requires a correction of
6.9/T.200, or, roughly, loper cent.

In the final diagram of figure 110,the theoretical and the observed

forms of the elastica, as produced by bending along (upper pair of
?urves) and by bending plus shear (lower pair) are depicted:. The
meoretical curves are continuous; the observed ones are broken.
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The theoretical curves agree c_ualitatively with the experimental.
The observed values of the dewation from the straight line (due to
bending plus shear) are, however, about 15 per cent less than the
computed values. The portion of the deviation due to bending alone
agrees with theory to about ? per cent. The portion of the deviation
due to shear is, however, some 30 to 35 per cent less than what was
expected. This is not to be wondered at. It is p.rimarily due to the
fact that the shear characteristic, upon which the computation is
based, is determined from the central curves of the hysteresis loops
(fig. 61), whereas the observed deformation was the first which the
model had ever undergone, and it was to be expected that it would
be less than the computed deformation by an amount equal to the
influence of the viscosity (cf. fig. 20, p. 168). If in figure 61 we cora-

l I I I I I
I, I i I I

* 1
I I I 1 -
, I j l !
I I I I
1 I i 1 I
i t I I II 1 I I

t I I I

I tI ', i i "4
' , i I

0,0_" m • I

I

0
I I

O_ ,. i ,

I

Z_ _m

_a. I00.--_ in s_pe of t_e mb_Isture. The _esr.

pare the values of the modulus of shear deduced from the central or
mean curves with those deduced from the initial curves z we find
throughout differences of 30 to 40 per cent. Hence this ]s a su_-
cient explanation for the difference-between theory and experiment
in the I)resent case; nevertheless it is desirable to test the matter out
by further experiments, especially upon shear. As regards the bend-
ing, however, the theory appears to be confirmed in every respect
by this trial.

SUMMkR¥.

In the foregoing the behavior of balloon fabrics as regards suscepti-
bmty to deformation has been predicted from the structure of the
fabrics and demonstrated by a number of experiments.

II| !i
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It has been found what data are necessary before the deformation
of an actual envelope can be predicted; experimental methods for
obtaining these data have been described.

1> ,"
!0 I " . . . ,

i ,, 1
Ii

I

I
o . f

FIO. llO.--Chan_ in shape of the m/niature. The bending and the final form of the line of cautrotds.

The determination of the deformation of an actual envelope has
been separated into three parts, dealing successively with the hicrease
in diameter and decrease in length, the bending, and the shear. The

departure of the cross sections from the circular form has been ascer-
tained, and a simple way of taking account thereof in computing
the bending and the shear is given w
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A specimen computation, with frequent reference to the preceding
deductions, has been furnished for the constructor.

The deformation of a miniature balloon has been investigated
experimentally and compared with the theoretical predictions.

l_ature of fabric.

&. Single layer .........

B. Single layer .........

_. Single layer .........

D. Single layer .........

E. Parallel doubled .... I

F. Diagonal doubled...

O. Three layer .........

Mean

strength,
approxl-
mate, in

kilograms
per meter, j

68O

42O

77O :

2,600

1,400 :

2,200

Weight in
grams per

s ll3Ze
m_e_er, ap-
pro'_te.

85_

195

75

425

39O

520

Special characteristics.

Unmbberized, uncolored. So-caned Ro_tof (crud_
or raw fabric).

Rubberized on one side, colored on the other. For out
side strips to be glued on (ElebestreO'm).

Rubberized on one side, uncolored. So-called aero
plane fabric.

Rubberized on both sides, uncolored. So-called baud
fabric (Ba_,off). For inner strips (Klebe_rdfen)

Strong layer of rubber in middle. Um'ub_ an_
uncolored on outside and inaide.

Outer layer diagonal, at about 4_*. Inside rubber.
tzed, uncolored. Outside unrubberized, yeuow.

Middle layer diagonal, at ca. 45". Inside rubberized
uncolored. Outside unruooenzea, yeuow.

Ii| [i
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P_T2.

THE DEFORMATION OF THE ENVELOPE OF THE SIEMENS-

SCHUCKERT AIRSHIP.

By AL_.XA_rDERDIETZlUS, Dipl. Schiffbau-In_enieur, Privatd_ent in Airship Con-
struction, Royal Technical High School, Berlin.

OBSERVATIONS ON TH_ AIRSHIP AND EXPERIMENTS UPON A MODEL.

The plans used in the construction of nonrigid ball?ons always rep-
resent the outer envelope as a surface of revolution, the cross sections
of which are circles in planes perpendicular to the ax_s. The patterns
for the longitudinal and transverse strips, from which the envelol_ -

is put together, are designed and cut out of paper in conformity witth

this assumption, upon which is likewise based the determination of
the volume.

Similarly, all published construction plans of nonrigid balloons rep-
resent the body of the balloon as a surface of revolution. However, to
take two instances, the picture of P-VI. (fig. 1) and the longitudinal
section of the Siemens-Schuckert motor airship, drawn from measure-
ments made some three months after its fn_t filling (fig. 4), reveal
how far the envelope, after being mounted and filled with gas, deviates
from the initially aesigned shape.

The change f_m the planned shape of cross section into a pear°
shaped form is, in practme, less notmeable. This is due in part to
the increase of internal pressure with height inside the balloon after
it is filled with a gas l_gh_ter than air (m general, hydrogen); and
diminishes as the internal pressure is increased, whether by venti-
lators i (Ba[_went_toren) or otherwise.

The change in the shape of the longitudinal section, especially in
the contour of the back, is more stn_ug. This is not merely an
esthetic defect, especially in comparison with the rigid airships of
the Zeppelin type, but a practical fault, which certainly does not
contribute to increasing the speed of the airship.

When the ratio of ]en_h to breadth (Strecku_er_tn_s) is con-
siderable--thus, in the Slemens-Schuckert airship it is 9 to 1--and the
central cylindrical portion is long. the bends appear still more clearly.
In the Parseval balloons, and st_]l more in nonngidballoons with long
stiffening rods (Versteif___/str_yer, tie-rods) such as the French
airshi'_ps of the Clement-Bayard type, it is possible to correct this
fault m part by means of the rope suspension, the long ropes extending

s Namely, the pump which pumtm air into the balloc_t.--Tran_

251
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far out to front and rehr being stretched taut. Such appliances are
entirely lacking in the Siemens-Schuckert airship; however, it was
possible to correct the worst of the deformations by inserting wedge-
shaped pieces of fabric at the points of greatest curvature.

comparison of figure 5 and the photograph in figure 7 shows as
well as possible the success thus attained. So faras I know, this is the
first nonrigid balloon to which such a correction has been applied.
The experience here acquired, in particular that in the drawing of
figure 4, will make it possible to provide better against the bending
whenever a new balloon of this shape and size is built; in particular,
the patterns for the strips of fabric .will be drawn so as to allow for
a much larger number and better distribution of the wedge-shaped
insertions.

The requirements imposed by the purchaser of dirigible balloons
have become much more exacting in the last few years, because of the
great competition; consequently, the builder of nonrigid balloons will
find himself compelled to attach importance and value to the beauty
of his ships. The publication of a portion of the experiences and
investigations of the Siemens-Schuc_kert factory relatively to the
deformations of the envelopes of nonrigid balloons will therefore be
of general interest.

DETERMINATION OF THE DEFORMATIONS BY COMPUTATION AND BY

GRAPHS.

This has been carried out for the Siemens-Schucl_ert envelopes.. It
is here superfluous to take up the process of computation, as it has
been thoroughly and generally treated in the previous paper. It is
there shown that the results of the computation are in good agree-.
ment with experiment when the assumptions there_made in order
to simplify the computations are justified to a sufficient approxi-
mation.

However, in computing the bending of the envelope of the S. S. air-
ship (fig. 3) the influence of the shearing forces z which causes a dis-
placement of the cross sections was entirely_ neglected; at that time
the properties of the fabric employed (three-layer fabric) which affect
this-phenomenon were not known. Furthermore the existing data
on t_e expansion of the fabric (or the characteristics determining
the expansion) were incorrect. They were obtained by experiments
on a cylinder of the fabric about a meter long and 30 cm. in diameter,
the tension in the fabric being increased by increasing the internal
pressure and the expansion _being determined by measuring the
_ircumference. This series of tests the maximum tension attained
in which was 500 kg. per meter extended over only half hn hour;
consequently no account was taken of the peculiar property of
balloon fabrlc emphasized in the previous paper viz, the property
of approaching the final deformation corresponding to a given load
only asymptotically as a result of which the deformations produced
by the permanent load to which the balloon is subjected when in
use are greater than those found by_ the experiments, and the value
employed for the modulus of elasticity throughout the computations
was too great. The fact--at first surprising to the constructors and

1 The word here _zsed is 8e_erl_ft," in the previous paper the word translated as "shearing force _' tg
8e_raft; the mas_Lug appears to be the 8ame.--Translator,

ll! ill



Fxa, L--Airship of the Luftfahrzeugbau Co., of BitterIield. P- T'L

Fz<}. 2.---Cl_ment,-Bayard ah'ship.
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builders of the S. S. airshlp--that the actual bending was roughly
10 thnes as great as that computed, is thus explained, z

Another surprise, this time an agreeable one, was furnished by
the fact that the balloon developed no creases on the under side,
even at zero pressure (an do" Ba_chse_te _cht eink_ckte), while the
computation indicated that this phenomenon--duo to the annulling
of the tension on the extreme upper or lower filament of the en-
velope--would appear at an excess pressure of 11 millimeters of
water. The reason is that in the computation the influence of the

' E
_lm=lm t

,mmmt: I an--4N _q
M'J.arm: I mmO.12T4 kirks
lmdk_ i enm$,NI an

Fro. 3.

suspension was neglected; this increases the cross sections as the
internal pressure goes down, so that the moments of inertia of the
cross sections increase.

DETERMINATION OF THE DEFORMATION OF THE HYDROGEN-FILLED

BALLOON.

This method is the most exact, although the most expensive;
since the required corrections can be ascertained beforehand only to
a very rough approximation and at the cost of much time, as is shown

t Although this is understood, other dimoulties remain in the cOmputation of the deformation, especially
for a bellocn of the S. S. type. These are due to our ignorance of the distribution of tensions at the places
where the fabric suspension (Stoffbannaffhangung), peculiar to this type on(Is and the head and tail
of circttlar eros8 section begin. Hence the water model tests later to be dcecribod simplify considerably
the task of computing the defm'mation of a hull of the present type.--Author's note.
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by the example, already partially discussed, of the Siemens-Schuckert
a_rship.

The reduction to graphic form of the be.n_n_.in th.e ve_ic_
longitudinal plane (fig. 4) involves no teclmlcal mmcmues. _ucn

T
-- . /

T
1
1"

L_
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l l.:
r "
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i /
, 1"

_-_ . .... j_"
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ij:

ear, however, in determining the shape of the. cross section, and
re was no provision for such deternnnations m the balloon hall

of the S. S. factory. Hence it was necessary, _ me_ure the _reatest
breadth of cross section by aroppmg plumy unes _rom meDauoon
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to the floor (Abloten des Ballons auf dem Boden), thus obtaining, by
comparison with the longitudinal section, the ratio of the greatest
to the least diameter for each cross section.

The results of the measurements are given in figure 6; they show
very clearly that the defo.rmation of the cross section, other things
being equal, increases with the specific load, so that indentations
(_ H_fle_) appear in the envelope at the places where the gondolas
are suspended;these are more pronounced, the less the artificial
excess pressure in the balloon. Compare. also the photograph in
figure 8, in which the constrictions are indicated by arrows.

By measuring the circumference and the length it w_ found that
the former haffincreased by roughly 7 per cent over the intended
value, while the latter had dimimshed by only . 1.5 to 2 per cent.

We see further in figure 6 that the central line of the horizontal
projection of the envelope is not straight. The cause lies in an annoy-
tag peculiarity of the diagonal fabric employed, which_ was first demon-
strated beyond doubt by the previously mentioned experiments on
the properties of fabrics. The difference between the susceptibility
to extension of the warp and that oi the woof in the principal layer,
and the uniformly applied diagonal strips, cause the envelop0 of the
balloon to undergo a twist around the longitudinal axis; this effect
is partially compensated by the weight of the gondolas, but the ten-
sion on one side of the balloon is increased thereby, a sharper con-
striotion is produced, and a curvature of the axis is caused.

This appears much more strongly in the KSrting balloon belonging
to the Austrian army authorities;even the pictures, e. g., thos e l_ubl
lished in the Deutsche Luftfahrer-Ze_schr_ft, show the twist distinctly.

This type of deformation can in the future be avoided by emplo_r-
ing strips of fabrio, in which the diagonal layer is laid down partly
as if winding a right-handed, partly as in a left-handed screw, so
that the twisting tendency due to it is canceled. A patent cove'ring
this improvement has been filed for some time in nearly all countries
by the Siemens-Schuckert Co.

DETERMINATION OF THE DEFORMATION BY EXPERIMENTS ON MODELS.

...... #

This method, so far as I know, was first employed by the Italians,
and was briefly described by Capt. Crocc_o in the periodic%l /_
Technique A_,'o'naut_tue for June 1, 1911. It consists in making a
model of the large balloon, out of the same fabric, of such dimensions
and filled with water to such a pressure that the specific tensions at
various points on the model are equal to those at the corresponding
points of the balloon. When this condition is fulfilled, the specific
expansions, extensions, and displacements in the model must be
equal to those in the original, and the deformations, measure for
measure, must be identical. The algebraic proof of this statement
will be adduced later on, during the description of the experiments
performed by the author in the service of the Siemens-Schuckert
factory.

It should first be mentioned that these experiments could also be
rformed by submerging the model in water and filling it with air

• 11); but the measurements would then have to be made under
water, which is not convenient. It should be noted beforehand that
the results make no claim to completeness, espeoially since the weight



FIO. 7.--Slemens-Schuckert airship after correction of hull.

2_d_

F]o. 8.---Siemons-Schuekert airship seen from beneath.
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of the large envelope can not be reproduced in themodel. Compar-
ison of the deformation of the model with that of the original has
shown, however, that the method is in practice completely satisfactory.

SCALE OF THE MODEL.

For the adjacent shallow cylindricalcross section of a balloon
(fig.9) let p_ represent the external,p_ the internal pressure. Both
of these vary, as isknown, according to the law

where 7, is the Sl_ific gravity of the gas. As we deal only with
relatively small heights, we may replace this logarithmic law, to a

i [
I

Fk. 9.

su_cient degree of approximation, with
the general equation i_

a linear equation of which

po-p-h"r0 or h- P-_-_-_
70

Let OX" be the horizontal plane, in which the two pressure curves
intersect,i.e.,where Pa P_; for example, in the ease of a completely
filledsphericalballoon OX is the plane in which liesthe lower end

of the filling tube (Fii[bznsatz).
The shape of the cross section is completely determined when the

radius of curvature p is given for every point of the circumference.
We have the general-relation,

t

P'F-
29165°---S. Dec. 123, 65-2-----17
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where t is the tension per unit length and P,"P_-Pa. The same
relation holds for a water-filled model,

t'
Imm_

P p'.

If, therefore, we have a model which is constructed on a scale equal
to 1/n, that of the large balloon, and wish to have the cross seotion
similar to that of the original, we must have at each pair of corre-
sponding points

tin1p

and hence

Since by definition,

t'/p--l (qp.)

Pu " P,- P., or Pu -- (P,- hTt) - (p,-- k_a) -- h(_a- 7,)

we have also
t' 1 t

Similarity requires also that h'-lh; we thus obtain

The scale of the model is thus completely determined when a value
is assigned to the ratio t/t' or any relation between t and t' is assign, ed.

• ° _ • •

As 82ready mentaoned, it ts desirable to make the model out el the
same fabric as the large balloon, for then we obtain the same specific
extensions when the specific tensions t and t' are made equal. Assign-
hag the value 1 to the ratio t/t', we obtain

? t ?

7a -- 7_ ([

where a-7.-7, is the lifting power of the gas per cubic meter,
w]_ch is known to be subject t-o large variat_ons,fbeLn_ dependent
on temperaturej absolute pressure, and the humidity of the air, to
say nothing of the purity of the hydrogen. On the contrary,
a'_-/.-7', is more constant, since the density of water 7'a varies
only'slightl'_, and the density of air _'_ is negligible in comparison
with that of water, which is roughly 800 times as great.

In practice, therefore, we shall set

a t - 3,Pa- 7t_- 1,000 approximately.

If we take a-7.-7_-1.1, we obtain 7z2ffi1'000 and n-30.
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DISTRIBUTION OF FORCES OVER THE MODEL.

The scale of the model was determined as

gr

Let the volume of the l_'ge balloon be 17",that of the model V',
then the ratio of volumes is

V- _' V'.

The total load that the balloon is able to carry is O- _r'a where, as
above, u represents the lifting power of the contained gas per cubic
meter. The weight of the wai_r inside the model is G' _. lrfG', where
a' -1000 kg. per cubic meter, tience

@ "_-_, -_-

In this ratio the weight of the gondolas, that of the water, that
d the benzine ballast, etc., are to _e computed and evaluated, in the
case of the water-filled_ model, as forces directed upwards_ this is
s._own in figure 1_0,and is easy to carry out. The proper allowance
for the weight of the en-
velope, however, can r_ot
be correctly made unless
we reduce it in the same
ratio and imagine it as
distributed in t_he correct
way over the entire sur-
face of the envelope of the
model (cf. fig. 10). The
weight of the envelope of
the model itself is directed
in exactly the opposite
sense when the model is
filled with water and is
directed in the sense de-
sired only when the envel-
ope is f_ed with air and ha. la
submerged under water. (Fig. 11.) Even then the e_ect of the
weight of the model would not be analogous to that of the weight
o_ the envelope_ for, since the envelope o_ the model is of the same
fabric as that of the balloon, its weight stands to the weight of the
balloon in the ratio of the areas, i. e., in the ratio

H
Hi//' -n2/1, or H' -_

whereas the ratio ought to be the same as that of G' to G, i. e.
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Since s'/e is approximately I000, the weight of the envelope of the
model is only one-thirtieth of the reduced weight of the envelope of
the balloon. Consequently, in order to make proper allowance for
the weight of the envelope in the set-up of figure 11 it would be
necessary to make the model out of fabric about 30 times as heavy
(per unit area) as the fabric of the balloon. This would scarcely be
possible in practice.

On the other hand we see that in the set-up with the water-filled
model, although the weight of the model itself acts in the opposite
sense to the one desired, its influence can not be great, since it is
equal to only about one-thirtieth of the reduced weight of the balloon
envelope.

Since, with nonrigid balloons, the weight of the envelope is one-
quart, er to one-third the total lift, it can not be entirely neglected.
in the experiments here pictured allowance was made for it by

L
_7

_o. 1L _0. 12.

inserting an air sack, extending_the entire l_gth of ,t_emodel (s._.
fig.12) of such capacity, that the weight o_ wa_er msplacecl oy 1_
was equal to the reduced weight of the envelope, includin_ valves,
tubes, etc. Furthermore, the cross sections_ of. thi_'s _r sac_ are so
designed that the distxibution of weight (of displaced water) along
the longitudinal axis is as c)osely similar as possible to that of the
reduced-weight of the envelope.

It must not be overlooked that the reduced weight of the envelope,
as thus introduced, causes the shape of the envelop@ (cross section) to
be incorrectlyreproduced, the height o.f the cross, section beingincreased
and the breadth diminished, relativel_ to what they would be if the
reduced weight were propsrly distributed (cf. fig. 10). This fault
can be partly corrected by increasing the internal pressure beyond
the value previously computed,/_' =h/n;.for this increasemakes .the
cross sections broader in the horizontal, narrower m the vertical
direction. However, the tensions in the envelope of the model in-
crease likewise, so that ¢'> t.

Ii|
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The desired broadeningof the horizontal diameter may be obtained
without introducing this]ast error, if we make the scale of the model
less than 1:30. For, from the equation for the scale of the model|

2 t'a_

n -t_.a

it is seen that n becomes larger than 30 when t' is made greater
than t. If, therefore, _ is made greater than 30, it will be necessary
to increase the internal pressure beyond the value h' =h/n, in order
to make t t equal to t. For a certain value of the scale factor n I > 30,
the error introduced by the scheme of figure 12 for making allow°
ance for the reduced weight of the envelope is as nearly annulled as
possible.

We observe, however, in the above equation for n _, that t' becomes
equal to t for a value of the scale-factor _ greater than n, when the
lifting power per cubic meter of the hydrogen is less than 1.1--a c.ase
whic]_ is more frequent in practice than the converse one in whica
a> 1.1. If, however, we take this value (i. e., apparently the value

!

I

)'_o. 13.

of a= 1.1.--Transl.) as a mean, and choose our value of nl to fulfill
the condition previously announced, it will still be necessary to
increase the internal pressure h p.

The increase, dh', in h' which is necessary can be computed only
approximately, by means of the assumption that, when the internal
pressure is. increased by dh, the shape of the cross section does not.
change---1, e., that, even after the increase takes place, the radius
of curvature p' is equal to 1In times p. This is not actually true;
for the cross section must broaden a little in the horizontal and
contract in the vertical direction.

For the point A, in figure 13, we have in the large balloon,

and in the model,

P' = (h' +y' + dh')a'

/"
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Making g equal to f, and dividing one equation by the other,

p' (h+y)a
-p= (h' +y' +dh)a'

t= I h_+yl= 1
By the above assumption, p _n and _

consequently dh. a' - (h + y)a. n- (h' + y')a'

. (h+y)(a.n-_).n(h {_ "_a1

We see that arm increases with y; for example, if we compute arh'
, 1

for y-D/2, then for all points above t'>t and p >_p, and for all

points below, t'< t and p'< lp. The magnitude of the error can not

be computed with_out further knowledge, but it is smaller, the larger
h is relativel_r to D/2.

The expernnent to be described in what follows was made for a
proposed balloon, of_which the plans are given in figures 14 and 16.
This balloon was to have the same length as the S. B. balloon, from
which it was to differ only in having a greater volume, every diameter
being magn_ed in the same ratio.

The model is made out of three-_layer diagonal fabric. As regar .ds
its strength and its properties with respect to extension, it corresponds
to the fabric pre.viousIy used for the S.. S. balloon. This, however,
was made of 42 longitudinal strips, while _the.model was made out,
of only 8; this was done in order to make the strengthening due
to the unavoidable seams stand in the same ratio to the (strength of
the) seamless fabric as in the case of the large balloon, although
adjacent strips overlapped by only 9 ram. on the model and by 30 ram.
on the balloon. The arrangement of the strips and seams is shown
in the projected cross section (fig. 16) and the photograph of the
model as filled with air (fig. 17). The scale factor is 1:333 instead
of 1:30, for reasons explaified above.

The reduced weight of the envelope was allowed for by means of an
air sack, and the othsr weights by heavy sandbags of suitable weight,
with the aid of double-armed levers, Wire ropes, and movable locks
(_ nachstelIbare Spannschl6$ser). Similar :comI_nsation was made
for the weight of the horizontal rudders, the stabilizing planes, and
the ropes at the forward end (NasenfesseZung). (Cf. also thepictures,
t]_. 17, 24, and 25). The weight of the envelope of the modeI, includ-
ing the air sack and the clamps (Klemmvorrichtungen!, was effectively.
annulled by means of cast-iron riders, which could be moved at will
along the levers.

After the model was filled with water the water pressure was raised
to an amount corresponding to an excess pressure of 25 mm. in the
large balloon and the deformation was measured; for some time at
frequent intervals, later on less frequently.
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The water pressure desired for a model on the scale 1 :33} and for
the excess pressure 25 mm. is found by the method previously de-
scribed, andassuming a- 1.1 (kg. per cubic meter), tobe

_, 25 22.72 -
__ "3-_-} 0.6816 m.ffi682 ram. of wa'ter, approx.

FIG. 16.--Cro_ section of the model, showing arrangement of the strips of _brlo.

The tensions t' would be less than t; the amount is found by the equa-
tion

: 2ffit'a'

, ta' I000
to be t-_-_-t. (33_)_" 1.1=0.82 t.

ll_ l| :



FIo. 17.--Model filled with air.

FIG. 18.
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In order to make t r = t, it is necessary to increase the internal pressure
by

. - 25
Setting t_ _.1 and y--D/2-= 8 meters approx., we obtain

[-11.1 1
dh-33t.30.74 kl--_0_-(3--_j---194 mm. approx.

hence h _+ _h =- 682 + 194 = 876 mm., water pressure required, meas-
ured in millimeters of water.

The shape of the transverse section is shown by the photograph
(fig. 18) and two scale diagrams (fig. 19). It agrees with that of

• the large balloon very well, so far as comparison is possible, i. e.,
in the ratio of height to breadth.

The change of the shape of the lon_tudinal section must, naturally,
also correspond to that of the large balloon; for, when the distribu-
tion of the weights applied to the model corresponds to that for the
balloon, each portion of the envelope will be subjected to the same
sj)ecific forces in the case of the model as in the case of the original.
Consequently the specific extensions and the displacements must be
the same.

Since the tensions change from point to point, any given change in
the balloon is reproduced_by a change on the model over a distance
only 1/_ times as great. Erroneous resets may be caused by this
circumstance, and also by the fact that the strengthening in_uence
of the seams, etc., in the balloon, can be reproduced only" approxi-
mately in the model; the errors, however, are of subordinate im-
portance in comparison with the considerable deformations due to
the extensibility of the fabric 2 as is seen by comparing the pictures
of the longitudinal section of the model with that of the balloon
(fi_. 15 and 20 with fig. 4).

Figure 21 shows also the horizontal projection of the model when
filled-with water; the constrictions produced by the gondolas,
exactly as in the case of the large balloon (fig. 6), can be recognized.

Experiments with a model of this type therefo _remake it possible at
relatively slight costto foresee the deformation of a proposed balloon
even at the time when the patterns for the fabric are being made.
Other valuable information can be obtained in this way; for example,
information about the change in volume, which depends upon the
extension of the fabric and upon the distortion of the cross sections
from the original circular form, and which, in the determination of
the volume of the balloon, can (as mentioned at the beginning)
be ascertain.ed only by experience; further information about the
position of the center of gravity of the volume (Volumensc_werpunkt)
which is displaced by the deformation of the envelope, so that the posi-
tion computed from the diagrams is not correct. If a mistake is made
in this matter it is necessary subsequently to change the position qf
the loads; if the gondolas are suspended by a rope suspension
(Se_Ttalce/age) from the balloon, it is ordinarily easiest to make the
change by displacing them. If, however, the gondolas are suspended
by means of a strip of fabric (Stoffaufhgngung), as is the ease with
the S. S. balloon, lrt is much more difficult to make the correction.
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FIG. 20.--Model filled with water.
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In the determination of the center of gravity of the volume it seems
advisable to perform two experiments; one, dur_. which the air
sack of figure 12 is inserted, and the other, during which it is left out.
In the latter case it is necessary to add the reduced weight of the
hull to the weight of the gondolas;
but the volume of the air sack and
the position of its center of gravity, f i_ _,

which is hard to determine, do not / !.
enter into the computation. On the [ F
other hand, the increased deforma- [ !, -
tion due to the additional weight _ [
introduced by omitting the air sack "_ " _-_- -
provides another source of error. _[ . _:_4.
The comparison of the two results, "_ : _{l" -
which are obtained by computing _L _.J" _
the moments, makes it possible to U
determine the center of gravity of -
the volume with the same order of
accuracy as is possible, in practice, _ -
in the determination of the center of /
m_nngngaVityof the entirv balloon, inciud-

hull, gondolas, etc. The deter-
ation can also be carried out for

various values of the interior pros- -
sure and various loads, and in par-
ticular for conditions corresponding
to those prevailing at high altitudes,
where the lifting powerisless. Simul-
taneously, the variation of volume -
with varying internal pressure Can be
ascertained.

_iL--_

Figure 22 sh.ows the results of an _
experiment of this sort performed

with the model pictured in figures -_ - i_]l
16-17, ere. We perceive that when L _____
the internal pressure is reduced from - F-- - _a---------
800 to 50 ram. of water, correspond- . ___ .
ing to a change of the internal pros- _ [ ]
sure of the large balloon from 23.5 to -_- - .
0 mm., the volume diminishes by, _, ] /
roughly, 12 per cent. When the -_- - "
same experiments were performed \\ I_ ]
on the large balloon itself, the voL _. 1" /]
ume diminished by only 8 per cent \\ I_ ,f
over the same range of pressure. _X_ ]: /
This difference is due to the fact
that the experiment upon the model
was performed with the air sack Fxo _x
inserted; this, as already stated, • " "
causes an excessive stretching of the cross section. This stretching
is obviously greater the smaller the internal pre_.
. A change m volume equal to about 8 per cent corresponds to a

change in the temperature of the gas within by about 22 ° centigrade,
or to a change of about 60 ram. m the barometer.
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It follows that the S. S. balloon does not require an Amine 1 to
compensate the changes in volume produced by t_he changes in pres-
sure or temperature encountered over a period of a few days in the
S. S. hall. This is, however, true only if the weights (gondolas, etc.)
are so distributed that the bending stresses wh1_ch they exert upon
the hull cause no creases or dents, even when the pressure on the
underside of the balloon is zero. The advantage of snoh a property
in a balloon is, not merely that the Amine and its cost are avoided,
but also that the hydrogen content of the balloon (the loss by diffusion
be'lng made up by fresh additions) deteriorates only slightly. A nurse
balloon increases the surface of the balloon immensely, the influence
of" diffusion (inward as well as outward) being correspondingly

4; I ¢_ ,. •

FIG. _L_Experiments, _ the model, on change in volume as function of change in internal pre_re.

augmented. Still more troublesome is the fact that the internal pres-
sure at the underside of _he nurse balloon is usually zero, so that air
is sucked into it. (Noch unangenehmer macht sich der Umstand
geltend, dr_sz d_e U_terse_te _r Amine 8elte_ Innendr'_ck au_fweist
und dadurch e_ Ansaugen vo_ LUft _n d_eselbe _ft.) The harm
could doubtless be lessened by making the nurse balloon of very gas-

tight, i. e., heavily rubberized fabric, instead of the customary li_ght
two-layer cloth.

The experiments upon- the model may be extended so as to cover
the cases of deformation due to bending stresses which are produced
by forces acting in the horizontal plane, and likewise those due to
additional moments in the vertical plane.

:B_s trsns_Wr's pm_k_.



l_Gs. 24 and 25.
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For example, bending moments in the horizontal plane are caused
during flight when the helm is shifted (durch Legen des S..eitensteu_s).
The _exions thus produced are, in the S. S. balloon, rather consider-
able, partly because of the high ratio of length to diameter: however,
they a-ppear also in the Zeppelins, according to Chief Engineer DSrr
of t_ne Zeppelin factory. 1 " .

Fi.6ure 23 presents t_he determination of the curve representing the
bending moment due to .the pressure of_the _rudder, for t.he.S.S.
airship, and based upon the assumption that the reaction of the a_
upon the envelope tends to cause only a rotation around the center of
gravity_ of the bMloon. The values of the bending moment obtained
upon this assumption are minimum values, for, when the airship is
advancing throug_ the air, the reaction is displaced far forward toward
the head of the balloon and the maximum bending moment is doubled

\
\

\

P

Fla. 23.--Bending stresses due to pressare of ruds_a_d pressure of wind during flight at 16 meters per

or tripled. These bending moments Can not be imitated on the
mo_delr, consequently the results gl'ven are of value only in comparing
different models and different balloons with one another.

Since, with our fabrics, the deformation produced by a given con-
stant stress depends on the length of time that the stress]s applied
and approaches its maximum value asTmPtotically , it is necessary to
extend these experiments over a long interval of time. A number of

_observations are made successively at greater and greater intervals,
and the experiment is terminated when the flexion ceases to increase
percep.tibly. From the graphs of figures 26 and 27 we see that this
point is reached in about 50 hours.

IIn the e_e of the S. S. balloon the force exerted upon the rudder when it is put completely over and
the ship is sdvane_ at 16 meters per _ is 6(}0kz.--Authot's note.

\
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The measurements of flexion after the load is removed are inter-

esting in this respect, that they confirm the conclusion deduced from
the experiments on deformation of fabrics mentioned at the be_n-
mng_. _riz, that the t]exion, imparted to a nonrigid balloon by
bending stresses, never entirely v_ishes when these are removed.

I I

i-. -" _ _ i"_ 1_ _ I ill--xlil#ll._L.l,.m.

)j]__ .
m_"mlr

"l/} ! l.i " I '
II .' I I C g. _

I I t",_ i,,I,..,-m =.-,-=. w.s.

F_. 16.--Expeat.u_ _ _ in hori_t_l plane,wmi.a,._dlod

Figure 28 shows a model for another proposed balloon. Comparing
this picture with figure 20, we see that the change in the shape of the
hull has resulted in a decided diminution of the bending.

-I II i ' 'i '
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These experiments with models have shown already that the method
is a convem'ent auxiliary in the planning and the construction of full
balloons; they were not, however, carried out exhaustively, but only
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so f_r as appeared necessary in conjunction with the study of the
experience g_dned with the motor balloon and for several new designs;
neither are they very systematic, as appears from the present account.
In particular the experiments so far performed rela_ only to a type
of full balloon, and even for this case the magnitude of the errors
introduced along with the sim!_lifications is not completely investi-
gated. A well-planned repetition and development of the experi-
ments would form a worthy task for one of the laboratories., already
existing or coming into existence, for the study of aeronautics.. The
chief purpose of the present publication is to stimulate such an
attempt.
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